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thursday 5th march,
friday 27th march
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"When a child tells an adult
about sexual abuse, it becomes the adult's crisis, not
the child's."
How do we manage to
create the conditions in
which children and
teenagers feel safe to tell
others about abuse? How
do we ensure that children
are both protected and
empowered when abuse is
suspected? What are the
problems for workers and
parents involved with sexually abused children?
The workshop on Child
Sexual Abuse finds
common ground between
sexual abuse and other
forms of abuse of children.
workshop leaders
Colin Chalmers
Rosemary Milne

Why are children punished
and humiliated so
frequently and so publicly?
What stops us from
intervening when we see
children being punished?
What are our own
recollections of punishment
when we were
children and how do these
memories affect us?
The workshop will be of
interest to all those who
look after, teach or care for
children as well as to adults
who wish to gain a fuller
understanding of the importance of childhood
experience on our adult life.

workshop leaders
Colin White
Rosemary Milne

How do we view ourselves
as men and women? How
do we manage our
relationships with the
opposite sex" at work at
home, in public? What
doubts and insecurities
underpin how we view
each other? How can we
come to terms with the
imbalances of power
between men and women?
Is it possible to celebrate
and enjoy gender
differences?
The workshop will be of
interest to all adults and is
run with an equal number
of men and women taking
part, working in mixed and
single sex groups.
workshop leaders
Alison Bell
Colin White

Held at the Scottish Child offices, 40 Shandwick Place, Edinburgh
5 minutes from Haymarket Station
10.00 am - 3.30 pm
£25 per day, including lunch, coffee and tea (some concessions E5)
Early booking advised (use form below). Enquiries to Scottish Child 031 220 6502

Please reserve me

place(s) at the

child sexual abuse workshop on 5th March
Please reserve me

place(s) at the

child sexual abuse workshop on 27th March
Please reserve me

place(s) at the

I enclose a cheque/postal order for
payable to Scottish Child

made

Name
Address

child punishment workshop
Please reserve me

place(s) at the

gender workshop
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To be sexually abused is
bad enough - but all too often
the abuse just goes on and on.
In the first article in our new
In my life series, Suzanne
Fraser tells us about her life in
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the way we offer 'a helping
hand'.
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Anyone for a rave? We
investigate the world all-night
dancing, E and hardcore
music so beloved of many an
'investigative journalist'.
Also, a read through the
comics and a look at how
little has changed
reorganisationally-speaking
since AD 66.

If a 'fact-finding i it to
New Zealand is good enough
for Michael Forsyth, then an
article on the place is good
enough for us. Phillip Capper
takes a look at the changes in
education in his country - and
a New Zealand teacher
explains why she hasn't got
enough time to.
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Anna-Louise Milne takes a
look at Nancy Friday's latest
book on women's sexual
fantasies; Jane Ramsay argues
for common sense when it
comes to teenage drug use;
and Alec Burnett looks back at
the great, and the not-sogreat, sounds of Scottish
Rock.
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LETTERS
Children on TV - do they
get portrayed the way you see
them every day? Our Scottish
Child round-table discussion
of Channel 4's new Childhood
series puts viewers and
programme makers together and gets some lively
discussion going.

Is the idea of Councils
having 'Play Officers' a bit
1984-ish - or is it about time
local government took play,
and its younger citizens, more
seriously? Sue Gutteridge,
drawing on her experience in
Stirling, gives her view.
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Anna Fawkes went to Arran

for Christmas - and has come
back teeth fixed, bike-riding
and still growing.
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be my friend!
SCOTTISH CHILD receives no public funding of any
kind - it relies on your support to stay independent
and keep growing. Make your support for SCOTTISH
CHILD concrete by becoming a FRIEND OF
SCOTTISH CHILD.
AS A FRIEND OF SCOTTISH CHILD
•
You will make a significant contribution to securing

the future of SCOTTISH CHILD and it's work
•
You will receive a year's complimentary subscription to
SCOTTISH CHILD

•

THE
GULFWATCH
PAPERS
One of the only news services during the
Gulf War which consistently recognised that war
as a tragedy not a spectacle.
Edited by
Alastair Hulbert & Alastair McIntosh
& REGULAR FEATURES
Available February 1992
Price £5.95/$12.00
copynes of ER 87

Please send me

You will also receive absolutely free all SCOTTISH CHILD's
publications throughout the year and will receive advance
notice of conferences and events

Li I enclose a cheque/money order payable to
POLYGON for 1./$
11] Please debit my VISA/Mastercard

YES. I want to become a FRIEND OF SCOTTISH CHILD and I
enclose a cheque for £
(minimum £50) made
payable to Scottish Child.
Expiry date

Name

Address

Address
Postcode
Please return to SCOTTISH CHILD,
40 Shandwick Place, Edinburgh EH2 4RT.
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editorial
Words Mean Something
Maybe it has always been the case that reality doesn't
quite fit with the way things are presented to us - it's
certainly pretty noticeable nowadays. One year after the
war against Iraq, the war that was to herald in the 'new
world order' of peace and prosperity, things aren't
looking too good for an awful lot of people throughout
the world.
The people of Kuwait now have 'freedom' - though if
you're unlucky enough not to be a member of the
Kuwaiti royal family you might not notice the difference.
The Kurds have been given our 'aid' - and are finding out
the hard way that Jeffrey Archer's idea of the 'Simple
Truth' is to say you're raising money for Kurds then give
it all to the Iraqi government. And Iraq, a third world
country ruled by a despot, is still just that - except now
it has had its infrastructure ripped apart, tens of thousands of its people killed and its infant mortality soar in
the cause of 'peace'. 'Freedom', 'aid', 'peace' - words
devalued by their cynical use. Words that have little
relationship to the reality they supposedly describe.
Fine words that are very far indeed from the truth.
It's easy to get cynical about words - they're used very
cynically all the time. That's one way you could react to
the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the
Child, a statement of fundamental rights that children
throughout the world should be entitled to. The Convention outlines a whole range of basic rights such as
a child's right to education, to health and medical
services, to protection from the state against maltreatment by parents or others responsible for their care.
To be sure, a lot of international jet-setting - sorry, factfinding missions - will have taken place for this Convention to have become a reality - a lot of those who have
adopted it will have done so, to say the least, without any
great enthusiasm for its implementation. But that's no
reason for dismissing all talk of 'rights' out of hand. If
anything, it shows just what power words have. We
shouldn't be dismissing these words as meaningless we should be reclaiming them from those who misuse
them and giving them back their real meaning.
At the end of last year the British government finally
decided to ratify this Convention. You might think that
such a list of rights was more applicable to the street
children of Brazil or the child prostitutes of south east
Asia than children in Britain - but the fact is that Britain
breaks a number of the articles. Britain is not as childfriendly as it sometimes likes to think.
For instance Article 3 of the Convention states that the
'best interests of the child shall be a primary consideration'. Yet immigration and nationality appeals in the UK
are not bound by this principle, as countless families
broken up by Britain's immigration laws can testify to;
neither are educational tribunals which make decisions

on appeals concerning school choice, special educational needs and school exclusions, or social security
decisions affecting 16 and 17 year olds - most of these
teenagers get no money at all and those who need
grants for essential clothing or furniture have to compete with pensioners and the disabled for cash limited
hand-outs.
Article 12 states that governments shall 'assure to the
child who is capable of forming his or her own views the
rights to express those views freely in all matters affecting the child'. Yet the increased 'consumer involvement' in education has assumed, for some reason, that
it is parents who consume education, not children,
leaving children with as little say as they ever had in their
own education.
The Convention also declares that children have the
right to health, emotional and economic security and
happiness. Although Britain may be richer than many
countries, the inequalities within our country - geographic, economic and ethnic - fundamentally affect the
ability of British children to achieve these rights.
In short, The British government's deeds do not
match up to its words. But there's nothing new in that,
and the fact that Britain has now ratified the Convention
will give more ammunition to those who are pushing for
basic children's rights. The words on their own may not
be enough - but they are not as unimportant as some
might think.

•
In this issue of SCOTTISH CHILD we take a look at how
fine words on their own aren't enough. Sue Gutteridge,
writing about local authority involvement in play provision, points out that when it comes to children's play it's
not grand statements 'banning' racist and sexist play
that matter - what counts is the practical work of getting
children's needs seen as important. And in the first of
our new IN MY LIFE series, Suzanne Fraser tells us
about her childhood in and out of care - a childhood in
which 'care' didn't always mean care and a 'Place of
Safety' wasn't always a place of safety.
As ever, this SCOTTISH CHILD reaches you on a
shoestring. However the breadth of support for our
appeal has made it clear to us that a lot of people want
to see SCOTTISH CHILD succeed. So if you're one of
those people who wants to see us thrive and grow, and
if you haven't already become a FRIEND OF SCOTTISH
CHILD, why not fill in the form opposite - and turn your
support for SCOTTISH CHILD into more than just words.
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CONNECTIONS
Another One Bites the Dust
POVERTY
POLITICS
"Just over nine years ago, me and
a bunch of other young folk in
Powis protested to a local community worker that us young folk
weren't getting the help we needed.
I was sniffing glue most of the time
then, and doing anything else that
was going too.
After a series of meetings, we
started getting a project for young
people to take shape - the Powis
Young People's Project. We all
worked very hard to get ourselves
in shape too. Getting involved in
the project has already given me
the chance to travel, try outdoor
activities and arts - nobody could
deny I have come a long way. Such
a long way, in fact, that I now work
with young people myself, in an
out-of-school project. I had hoped
that young people in Powis today
would have the same chances that
I had to do something with their
lives - but that doesn't look too
hopeful."
Goldie Davidson got a lot out of
the Young People's Project in
Aberdeen's Powis area - now he's
its chairperson. He knows the value
of giving opportunities to young
people in deprived areas like Powis.
But it now looks as if the experiences and skills of Powis Young
People's Project - built up over
nine years - are to be lost.
A commitment to local management by local people was the
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buzz during the establishment of
Urban Aid projects in Aberdeen in
the eighties. In projects for young
people, many of them unemployed,
young people took up the challenge of managing their own
resources, developing their abilities to argue and think ahead,
prepare for discussions, organise
meetings - and support each
other.
In an area like Powis, one of the
most deprived areas in Aberdeen,
this was a major achievement over
considerable odds. The experience
of poverty erodes people's social
and personal confidence and young
people in deprived areas grow up
with the unease of previous generations - as well as facing their
own difficulties. A lot of young
people move on into adult life feeling powerless and worthless: they
start believing that Powis = Failure.
So the young people in Powis
got a real taste of success from the
seven years of Urban Aid funding
for their project from 1983 to 1990.
It brought new opportunities and
experiences - and a chance for
some control over resources and,
in effect, their future. It was a
chance to redress some injustices.
It was always going to be a
struggle, of course. No sooner had
funding been granted than the battle to keep it was on and, as ever for
the people of Powis, the game
would be played by other people's
rules. As the last phase of Urban
Aid funding drew to an end the

new buzz was 'independent organisation' and 'local control' but it became clear that independence was to be in name only. As far
as Grampian Regional Council was
concerned its sponsorship meant
total control. Ignoring suggestions
by the young people in Powis that
projects in the area deserved viable support, Powis Young People's
Project had its funding cut by 50%.
The project knew that if young
people in the area were to have any
chance of getting some resources
into the area something would have
to be done, and they were able to
negotiate a half-time staff post
dedicated to attracting further resources to the project. From the
outset the post was disabled by
Regional bureaucracy, perhaps in
an attempt to ensure that if 'local
control' remained dependent on
Regional funding then real control
would remain where it 'belonged'.
In spite of this, the project was able
to secure funding for two major
pieces of work from independent
sources, as well as numerous pieces
of equipment and resources.
When young people in deprived
areas such as Powis are actually,
against the odds, successful they
are often resented for it. The general bad press that young people
can expect for just being young
gets mingled with a certain amount
of envy. The underlying resentments that run deep in many
disadvantaged communities create opportunities to use divisive
tactics - and the region did just that

in the latest round of cuts.
After almost 18 months of hard
work on the part of local people in
negotiating an organisation that
would cater for the needs of young
people and the rest of the community in Powis, Grampian Regional
Council announced that it was closing both local projects ( Powls
Young People's Project and Powls
Parent and Child Project) and creating a new organisation with an
entirely new steering group. The
experience and skills gained by the
Young People's Project over nine
years were to be disregarded - and
the fact that the project had managed to secure funding from
independent sources (supposedly
a plus) was to be ignored.
Reorganisation and restructuring is always a useful way of
avoiding or hiding from real issues
- of stopping things getting done.
And the real issue here was that a
successful local project had been
too successful, too locally controlled, too independent - so it gets
'reorganised'. Nothing new here as Caius Petronius put it in AD66,
"We trained hard, but it seemed
that every time we were beginning
to form up into teams, we would be
reorganised. I was to learn later in
life that we tend to meet any new
situation by reorganising, and a
wonderful method it can be for
creating the illusion of progress
whilst producing confusion, inefficiency and demoralisation" II
Ruth Campbell

Dancing the Night Away
RAVES
As far as youth culture was
concerned, the eighties was a decade
of social and musical stagnation - no
social or musical movement of any
real importance emerged from the
mediocrity. Then, in the first few
months of 1988, some encouraging
rumblings from clubland began to
be heard. Some club DJs, such as
Phil Oakey and Andy Weatherall,
began hosting 'acid house' parties
in England, playing non-stop.
insistent dance music that went on
later and later to bigger and bigger
crowds of dancing kids. The Rave
was born.
As young people picked up on
this music in increasing numbers,
the inevitable banner headlines followed
attacking this new
"Drug-crazed movement". The early
raves were shrouded in secrecy to
avoid the police banning them, adding to the undergound appeal of the
whole thing but creating ridiculous
scenarios of thousands of youngsters running all over the country in
cars to find raves with the police
chasing after them to stopthem dancing. The papers' conclusion that
Britain was facing a new underground movement of fans, drug
dealers and 'entrepreneurs' who
were out to challenge basic social
values was inevitable.
The rave culture continued to

grow, contrary to the many 'expert'
predictions throughout 1988 of its
imminent demise. And given the
number of young-people-hours (Allnight raves with thousands of young
people at each of them them) involved in raves it is quite remarkable
how little trouble there is - in Scotland there have only been a handful
of arrests. Compare that with the
weekly football arrest scores...
There can be trouble though. In
October 1990 police decided to break
up raves in Leeds and Manchester,
turning off the music and creating
mini-riots. The police arrested 912
people in Manchester and 836 in
Leeds on drug charges - in the end,
between 50 and 100 people were
convicted in either case. Horror stories emerged of nine and ten year
olds being locked in packed cells for
the night along with other ravers,
but an enquiry cleared the police of
any blame - there was 'confusion at
the time.
A lot of the horror and indignation
vented against the rave scene by
clean-living, tabloid journalists is to
do with drugs of course - specifically Ecstasy, the synthetic drug
most associated with raves. This
isn't an addictive suicide substitute
like Crack or Heroin - Ecstasy's main
effect seems to be to make the user
feel happy, easy-going and keen to
dance for hours at a time - at £20 a
tab, it also burns a hole in your
pocket.

Certainly the use of Ecstasy is on
the increase, and reports suggest it
can provoke allergic reactions - but
one can't help wondering if the reaction to its use is, well, a bit over the
top. Radio 4 news recently had as its
first item (Civil war in Yugoslavia?
Russia's economy in freefall? - look,
we're talking news here...) the 'revelation' that Ecstasy had been
responsible for six deaths.
In fact, given the amount of Ecstasy that is being taken, and the
lengths to which tabloid journalists
will go to denigrate drugs that cabinet ministers don't have shares in,
it's a surprisingly low number of
deaths - compared with alcohol and
cigarettes, extremely low. The implication that this entire sub-culture is
leading youth to an early grave is
therefore a bit tenuous - after all, 600
people were reported as having died
from accidents at work last year but
you don't find the tabloids telling us
all to stop going to work.
It would, of course, be wrong to
see the whole rave scene through
rose-tinted spectacles. A lot of people, some of them not very nice at all,
are making a lot of money out of
raves and the drugs sales surrounding it. But there's nothing new in
people making money out of young
people enjoying themselves and
sometimes getting hurt. The panic
many older people seem to revel in
when discussing the rave scene probably has more to do with these

people's own insecurities and feelings about having fun than a realistic
assessment of the facts. Remember
Elvis? Or the Beatles? Or Bowie, or
the Sex Pistols...?
Young people do spend a lot of
their money on entertainment. And
at about £20 fora ticket to a rave - and
about £20 for a tab of Ecstasy raving can be an expensive business for your average excluded
youth. But then alcohol, that more
traditional, and therefore less hysteria-producing (amongst adults), form
of intoxication isn't exactly cheap and one of the most noticeable things
about raves, and the smaller night
clubs that play the same music, is
just how little alcohol is served getting drunk just isn't part of the
culture at all.
Lucozade might be making a killing with their energy-giving,
dance-enhancing drink but the breweries and the bars must be getting a
bit worried. One club at Edinburgh's
Music Box - visited by SCOTTISH
CHILD on a fact-finding mission had a 'special offer' of cider, special
or lager for £1 a pint - alongside an
illegal offer of 30p for a half pint of
water!
Now if only kids would act
respectably, get legless on alcohol
and batter each other stupid again then we wouldn't have to worry about
them.
Mark Bain Colin Chalmers
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No More Heroes
COMICS
A couple of years ago you couldn't
open a newspaper or magazine even Scottish Child - without coming across an article telling us that
comics weren't for kids anymore.
This idea was 'trendy' for at least
a couple of months. Media interest
soon moved on, however, to find
the next new thing. But what has
happened to the adult comics in the
interim?
At first glance they seem to be
thriving. Specialist comic shops
like Forbidden Planet are encroaching more and more onto city high
streets, while publishers like Penguin and Gollancz have started
publishing 'graphic novels' for the
book trade.
Yet December saw the final issue of Blast, a comic aimed at an
older audience which received national news-stand distribution - a
cancellation following hard on the
heels of the disappearance of Re8 Scottish Child February/March 1992

volver and Crisis, similar magazines which had the muscle of
Britain's largest comic publisher,
Fleetway, behind them. So what is
the true picture? Well, financially
the trade is in a very healthy position - there are lots of comics being
sold. The real problem is more one
of quality than quantity. However
you describe the comics that are
selling, the one thing you can't call
them is 'adult'.
If we look back at the media
coverage of a couple of years ago,
we can trace how this situation has
arisen. A very few titles, principally - 2000 AD, Frank Miller's
Batman - The Dark Night Returns
and The Watchman by Alan Moore
and Dave Gibbons were the focus
of attention. Fine comics though
they are, all three are essentially
sophisticated reworkings of the
'superhero'. True, they touch on
contemporary social and political
questions but ultimately these comics submit to the narrative
conventions of the genre. By their

very nature Judge Dredd and Batman require the injection of 'comic
book' violence to satisfy the reader.
This played into the hands of Marvel and DC, the leading US
publishers who seized on Moore
and Miller's ideas with relish
(though with little of their talent),
and the result was countless second-hand versions ofthe Dark Knight.
And so the concept of adult comics was hijacked and enfeebled by
the major comic publishers and
reduced, essentially, to adolescent
fantasies. On a more appreciative
note, one has grudgingly to admire
their commercial chutzpah. The
first issue of Marvel's X-Men
boosted sales by appealing to the
comic buyer's instinct to collect the same comic was available with
five different covers.
The great pity of all of this is
that a real chance to widen the
comic-buying public was missed.
Published at the same time as The
Watchmen but overlooked by the
media was Art Spiegelman's Meta

- perhaps the fact that all the characters were either cats or mice put
people off - but this was a truly
ambitious 'adult' comic, a biographical account of the Holocaust
rendered in cartoon terms. Others
have followed his example. Last
year saw the publication of The
Complete Alec, a fictionalised autobiography from Glasgow-born
Eddie Campbell, which examined
the fallibility of memory in a fresh,
simple style. There are many others - such as Americans Peter
Bagge, Charles Burns, and Chris
Reynolds in Britain who are exploring the comic medium in new
adult ways. Significantly almost
all came to prominence through
self-published, non-commercial
efforts. Sadly when they do reach
the mainstream, (Bagge and Burns
both appeared in Blast), the audience doesn't seem to be there.
Maybe if they started drawing men
in tights ...
Teddy Jamieson

Saying No! to Waste
HEALTH
The people of Renfrew face the
prospect of a toxic waste incinerator being built in the middle of
their town - and in a position that
will pose problems for the nearby
areas of Yoker, Paisley and
Knightswood.
Unbelievable as it may seem,
there is no requirement in current
legislation that toxic waste incinerators have to be built in
unpopulated areas. Caird PLC, a
transnational company working in
the lucrative area of hazardous
waste disposal, are taking advantage of this fact.
In February 1989 Caird bought
a mothballed fuel reclamation plant
in Clyde Street, Renfrew. As the
site of the plant already had planning permission for a similar
purpose, Caird PLC maintains that
it now has the go-ahead to upgrade
the plant into a toxic waste incinerator - Renfrew District Council
insists that Caird must reapply for
planning permission due to the

change of use. Both parties are
now locked in a legal battle.
The potential problems posed
by an incinerator of this type are
quite alarming. Reports from

Strathclyde Region Council's
Chemist. Renfrew District Council
and Greenpeace warn of emissions
from the plant forming an
atmospheric ceiling over Renfrew
which will trap emissions from the
plant about 100 metres over
Renfrew and Yoker. These
pollutants will then be washed
down onto the area or be blown by
prevailing winds into the high flats
in Kingsway and Yoker.
There is a further risk - the production of dioxins, extremely toxic
and persistent chemicals which
accumulate in the tissues of humans and animals. Already present
in the atmosphere, dioxins are believed to be 500 times more
poisonous than strychnine. With
the ever-present risk of spillages,
leakages and explosions on top of
this, the town of Renfrew
certainlyhas a great deal to be worried about.

Clydeside Against Pollution is all
too aware of this. This action group,
formed in Renfrew in September
1990 to block Caird's plans, has
held numerous public meetings and
protest marches. Renfrew is covered in NO posters, placed by local
people in their homes, clearly expressing their opposition to the
incinerator. The campaign has recently spread to other areas which
could be affected such as Yoker,
Paisley and Knightswood.
Foster Evans, Chair of Clydeside
Against Pollution, is very clear about
what the campaign hopes to
achieve. "We need a public inquiry into Caird's proposals - local
people and businesses need to be
heard. The argument over planning permission should only be
settled in court". Foster, who has
two children and lives only 200
yards from the proposed plant,
continued, "I am concerned about
my children's future. They think
seriously about all of this and it
worries them".
The young people of Renfrew
are getting involved in the cam-

paign. Renfrew High School has
played host to both sides of the
issue, inviting representatives of
both Caird and Clydeside against
Pollution to the school. Many pupils from the school went on the
recent 7000 strong protest march.
Kareen Walker, a 6th year pupil
who is actively involved in the
campaign, told Scottish Child, "I
think it's important that young
people should be involved. After
all, we're the ones who will have to
grow up here. We have to stop
Caird before they build the plant it'll be much harder to close once
it's in operation."
Renfrew is not an isolated case
- it is a symptom of the pressures
that the growing toxic waste
industry is placing on society. As
more and more companies apply
for planning permission for toxic
waste plants, and as our rivers,
beaches and general environment
become more polluted, it's good to
know that everyone isn't just
sitting back and taking it.
•

Meg Martin
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Yes

Is there enough time in your day to scan the
newspapers?
Does your organisation subscribe to Hansard and
a wide range of other official publications?
Are you keeping abreast of all the books and
journals published in your area of work?
Do you receive regular news about grants and
other sources of funding?

No
3rd SECTOR FORTNIGHT contains news, reviews, features and commentary on the Scottish voluntary sector.
The only fortnightly publication in this area, it keeps you
up to date with all voluntary and community issues.

INFORM is a four page current awareness briefing issued
with 3rd Sector Fortnight. It contains summaries of current Parliamentary debate, information on new sources of
funding and listings of training opportunities and other
events of interest to community groups. INFORM also

Are you aware of what other Scottish voluntary
organisations are doing?

highlights new publications and gives brief extracts
from over 100
journals.

Say yes to all these questions
by subscribing to the
fortnightly information
mailing from SCVO.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
- £25 per year
INFORM + Third Sector
-£15 per year
One title only
Extra copies to same address - £5 per year
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For further details and a free sample copy of INFORM
and Third Sector Fortnight, ring Ulla Hipkin or Dot
Pringle on 031-556 3882, or write to the Publications
Department, SCVO, 18/19 Claremont Crescent,
Edinburgh EH7 4QD
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"THERE'S MORE TO LOVE
THAN BOY MEETS GIRL"
A conference identifying and
responding to the needs of Lesbian
and Gay teenagers.

Save The Children
SCOTTISH DIVISION

With a
little help...
"Befriending"

At: Moray House College of Education,

A 15 minute video highlighting the

Holyrood Road, Edinburgh.
On: Wednesday 25th March 1992

development of befriending for young people
in Strathclyde. Priced £12 including postage

Creche available.

Lunch provided

I wish to know more about the forthcoming
conference. Please send me details
NAME
ADDRESS
POSTCODE
RETURN TO: STONEWALL YOUTH PROJECT
P.O. BOX 169 EDINBURGH
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and packing.
Distributed by:
POSSILPARK BEFRIENDING PROJECT
42 Allander Street
Glasgow G22 5HD
041 336 2439.

CONNECTIONS
IN BRIEF
Befriending is increasingly being seen as a useful and realistic
way of offering help to vulnerable
youngsters. It involves adult volunteers building up relationships with
individual youngsters, who they see
over a long period of time. The
adult volunteer isn't there to take
over the parent's role, but to be
around as a friend and as an adult
from outside the rest of the young
person's world - someone to talk to.
Since 1986, when the Possilpark
Befriending Project was set up
jointly by Save the Children and
Strathclyde Social Work Department, a number of befriending
schemes for young people have
been initiated. Hundreds of youngsters have gained enormously from
the experience.
When social work services for
young people come under serious
financial pressure there is always a
temptation to do the 'statutory
minimum' which, as everyone involved knows, does nothing to help
young people and just builds up
trouble for the future. So its heartening to see Strathclyde Social
Work Department showing so
much common sense in supporting
befriending for young people. It
may not be a legal requirement but it works!
A new video from Save the Children, who have pioneered this work
alongside Strathclyde Social Work
Department, illustrates the value
of befriending for young people and for the volunteers, who get a
lot out of the time they spend out
and about with the youngsters. The
video is called With a little help...
Befriending and costs £12. If you
want a copy, or would like to know
more about befriending young people, contact Brian Wright at the
Possilpark Befriending Project, 42
Allander Street, Glasgow G22
5HD.

•
The campaign to stop the
smacking of children got off to
a flying start this year with a national
no smacking week. Organised by
EPOCH (End Physical Punishment
of Children), the week's main aim
was to challenge the attitudes of
those who think that hitting kids is
a pretty neat idea - and help those
parents who don't smack feel more
confident.
Going by the 100 letters a day his
organisation is now getting, Peter
Newell, co-ordinator of EPOCH,
reckons the week has been a success.
"Obviously the idea isn't to

encourage adults to stop hitting their
children for a week then start again",
he told Scottish Child, "It's to get
people talking about the issue. What
we're finding is that parents who do
smack their children are beginning
to admit that it doesn't work people's attitudes towards
punishing and humiliating children
are changing. We've found a lot
more local authorities and health
authorities getting interested - it's
no longer considered cranky to think
you shouldn't hit children. We think
attitudes are changing".
EPOCH have no plans for another
week of action, but are still working
hard to stop physical violence
against children being seen as
legitimate - and for more than just
a week. So far they have distributed
500,000 leaflets. If you want to
find out more about EPOCH you
can contact their Scottish coordinator, Marian Martin, by
writing to EPOCH, The Lion
Chambers, 170 Hope Street,
Glasgow G2 2TU or phoning her
on 041 332 9389.

•
The Scottish Child £10,000
appeal continues to attract
support - we've just passed the
£2,000 mark with a number of
events and ideas in the pipeline.
Those readers who have decided
to become Friends of Scottish Child
are worth a special mention. We're
keen that the subscription rate for
Scottish Child is as low as possible
so that anyone - whatever their
income - can afford to buy it. On
the other hand, we know there are
a lot of people out there who want
to support Scottish Child and can
afford £1 a week towards keeping
it going - that's why we started
Friends of Scottish Child. It's been
an encouraging response - including one reader who sent us £25 and
asked if she could become an acquaintance! - but if you can afford
that bit extra for your subscription
and you haven't become a Friend
yet - now's the time.
There's a number of events being
planned to help the appeal as well.
Edinburgh's Theatre Workshop
have supported us by giving the
use of their venue free for a fundraising event on January 3 I st to
launch this issue - the Rhyme and
Rave! event got (amongst others)
Tom McGrath, singer Fjaere
Nilssen and - as featured in this
issue - performance poet Kim
Oliver to give their services free. A
Scottish Child Ceilidh is planned
soon too - as well as an event in
Glasgow which, if the Tron Bar
launch of new voices, new writing
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Anyone read the Daily Sport? I seem to remember, before it went daily,
that it was all about airplanes landing on Mars and Marilyn Monroe being alive
and well and living in Basildon • good, old-fashioned nonsense. But not any
more. If it used to be a comic pretending to be a newspaper. now it's just
pornography - pornography available at newspaper stands everywhere.
What's particularly sick about this 'newspaper' is the way that sex, crass
commercialism and sexual abuse get mixed together into an unsavoury brew
where it's difficult to tell one from the other- but then that's what pornography
is all about, isn't it?
Take the front cover story shown above. The headline 'SEXY GIRL, 15
TRAPS STEP DAD' is followed by the smaller headlines 'lured by teenage
lustpot' and '2 years for bonking sessions'. You'd almost think that it was the
'sex-mad' 15 year old who had been put away for 2 years! In fact, of course,
the stepfather was imprisoned for sexually abusing his stepdaughter who put
up with it for some time before telling her boyfriend, who told the police ,but
that's not exactly the way the Daily Sport sees it.
It's noticeable that when, as with Orkney, social workers take action to stop
sexual abuse and protect children the gutter press are down on them like a
ton of bricks. And why? Because, underneath all their sentimental gush
about caring for children, these people are more interested in making money
than anything else. And if that means lurid, frontpage stories encouraging the
sexual abuse of children - so be it.
last year is anything to go by, should
be a great success.
So keep the support coming - it
may be a cliche, but every bit does
count.

•
What do you say when young people tell you they are lesbian or
gay'? Do you mutter platitudes
about a 'passing phase'? Do you
reach for the nearest psychologist?
Or do you listen to what they have
to say and assist them to make
sense of their feelings?
The Stonewall Youth Project is
organising a Scotland-wide conference this spring for teachers,
youth workers and social workers
who are keen to improve the quality of their response to lesbian and
gay teenagers.

Stonewall runs a phoneline and
weekly group for young lesbians
and gay men. They are able to meet
and build up a sense of confidence
and self-respect.
The conference, 'There's More to
Love than Boy meets Girl' - is to be
held at Moray House College in
Edinburgh on Wednesday 5th
March. It will be an opportunity
for its participants to learn from
one another and from the young
members of Stonewall.
The title of the conference is
taken from a song by Jimmy
Sommerville, Glasgow's most famous gay man. This will be a
chance to reflect on whether the
negative images of his schooldays
have been replaced by anything
better.
For further details contact Stone.
wall. PO Box 169. Edinburgh. MI
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"•**- The programme's intention
was to get together as
coherent a picture as we could
get of the state of research...'
Peter Montagnon

-ad:\

This spring Channel 4 broadcasts a major, seven part series Childhood. In an all-too-rare example of
programme makers facing their viewers, Scottish Child organised a round-table discussion to look at the
series - and raise important questions about the way children get portrayed on television.
Taking part in the discussion were PETER MONTAGNON, the British executive producer for the series;
GWYNN PRITCHARD, senior commissioning editor for Channel 4, who commissioned the series for
Britain; LINDA RAMSAY, a mature student at Edinburgh University who brings up two boys on her own;
CATHY McCULLOCH, who co-ordinates training with Lothian Play Forum; COLIN CHALMERS, editor of
Scottish Child: and JOYCE McMILLAN, columnist and theatre critic. The discussion was chaired by
ROSEMARY MILNE of Scottish Child.

looking at
'childhood'
Rosemary: Perhaps we could start by asking
Peter how he first got involved in the series.

Peter: I became aware that Channel 13 in New
York, who I'd worked with before, were hoping
to do a series on childhood. The Americans set
about it in a different way to the British, one of
the very first things they will do is to do a trawl
around the foundations to try and get some
development money so they can carry things a
stage further. They'd had to produce some
preliminary ideas about what the series might
be about to get that cash, and I came into
contact with the series at that stage; they
suggested I become one of the executive
producers of the series.
One could see right from the start that to do
something as ambitious as this, it would
probably have to be done on a two nations basis
so that both parties could share the product; the
natural people to look towards were Channel 4.
Channel 4 put a very substantial amount of
money up front.
Next thing was to define what it was about.
It was agreed that it would be about the
development of the child from the first few
months of pregnancy through to prepubescence. The next thing to do was to say
what slant it's going to have, if it's going to
have a slant, who's to be the advisory team. We
assembled an international list of people who
we thought we could go to - the criteria were
that they should be reasonably well known
outside their own country. It's unfortunately
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true that when you do that in the social sciences
you come to a list that is two-thirds American.
I had hoped that we could swing it back towards
Europe more, but the truth of the matter is that
the weight of the research funds points towards
America and our people go there to do that sort
of stuff, postgraduate.
A bit further on we had to decide if there's a
dominant figure who shall it be. One man stood
out in terms of his international reputation, his
forcefulness and his real interest in the subject
and that was Jerome Kegan, the Professor of
Developmental Psychology at Harvard. On our
side we singled out Robert Hinde, the Master of
St. John's College, Cambridge who has one of
the best, all-round reputations over here and he
cuts ice in the USA. He was in as our Brit, so to
speak.
The debates raged between the ten or so core
experts about what should be in the programme.
We worked enormously hard on the theoretical
basis, what should be in and what should be out,
what had to be said and what it was not necessary
to say.

Gwynn: There was a decision taken quite early
on that there wouldn't be a single, all-knowing
presenter whose version of childhood was going to be presented. The idea was to bring in
these experts, figures who cut ice both among
their academic peers on both sides of the Atlantic and who were able talk directly to the viewer
at home.
Rosemary: Well, what did people think of it?

Linda: I felt I kept waiting for the preamble to

finish. I felt yeah, yeah, we know all this,
when's the in-depth stuff going to start? I was
quite disappointed.
Peter: Yes, but are you specialist? Would you
think that you know quite a lot about it?
Linda: Well, I'm a parent.
Peter: Yes, but you're a special parent. Did I not
hear that you're doing postgraduate studies?

Linda: Yes, but nothing to do with children.
Peter: No, but that means you can read for a
start and 25% of people in the British Isles are
functionally illiterate. In terms of the level, I'm
not sure that you might be a representative
parent.

Linda: I haven't studied childhood so I'm not
that much more of an expert about childhood
than my next door neighbour.

Cathy: I couldn't relate to the series - I found it
very difficult. And although, Gwynn, you said
you didn't want to have somebody, an expert,
who would be seen to represent the field of
childhood, I think that's what happened. It
wasn't one person, but it was 'the expert' who
ran these programmes.
Cohn: What kept striking me was that it was
almost as if there were no children there. You
had experts giving their opinions and using
children to illustrate their theories. And some
of these were quite contentious theories
presented as fact.

'I felt that these children were
specimens in a lab being
looked at down a microscope
by a psychologist on some
kind of trip'
Linda Ramsay
Cathy: At one point the presenter says that a

child is anticipating going to school but is
anxious about it. I just wanted to stop him and
say 'how do you know that?' Let the child tell
us that, the child's there. There was no opportunity for children to come through in this
series.
Peter: The BBC did a series about a year ago

which looked at childhood very often through
the eyes of the children but had very little if any
theoretical framework and very few ideas about
what was going on.
Cohn: But the way the expert stands outside and

looks at interactions in this series is in itself
saying something about the nature of these
experts, especially when you're dealing with
children. For instance Jerome Kegan says that
by the age of two children have developed
'moral emotions', an innate, intrinsic idea of
good and bad. He does this experiment on a
child, asking a child to pour water over a doll
and the child won't do it. There could be all
sorts of reasons for the child not doing that but
he then extrapolated from this that some violent cultures get rid of the emotions if they
don't punish children. There's a whole number
of very questionable assumptions in there about
cultures that are violent, and criminality being
caused by parents not punishing their children
enough. That's a very controversial view
dressed up as science. Fair enough, put forward
your controversial position but state it as such.
Peter: Obviously Jerome didn't think that be-

cause a child had done what you describe on
camera it demonstrated that this was true. He
has been doing experiments over a very long
period of time and this was just to visualise
something which is extremely well documented.
He didn't just dream up the idea.
Cohn: But he dreamt up the idea of 'moral
emotions'. Of course children are learning all
the time and learn not to do things. What was
really missing from the series was children.
Where was the life? Where was the sparkle'?"
Rosemary: Do you think that's a fair criticism of
the series, that it didn't involve children enough?
Peter: There have been many series where
children talk about their lives - this was not our
intention. The programme's intention was to
get together as coherent a picture as we could
get of the state of research and the most up-todate findings into child behaviour that we
could find.
Cathy: Maybe the name of the series is misleading then because Childhood conjures up to me

images of children and children's involvement. For me it was nothing to do with the
children, it was about the adults.
Joyce: I strongly disagree with that, I didn't

feel the children were absent. I thought there
were too many children, all these different kids,
at all these different ages. I thought the series

was an uncomfortable collision between some
fairly accurate current theories about child
psychology and the actual fact; of children's
lives. I didn't really feel the children were
being manipulated, I thought their individuality did come through and survive. I did perceive some of those children as personalities.
It seemed to me that the programme was
quite strongly ideologically skewed, that a lot
of the theories were being chosen because they
happened to fit the ideological position of the
programmes and they might as well have said
so. They might as well have said we've been
through a decade of intense and horrible individualism, children have been treated as commodities and now we're going to put a different
view of childhood which is that there should be
strong social support for parenthood, that children are individuals from the moment they're
born who deserve respect and status.
Rosemary: There is, surely, a question over the
way the series is presented in terms of the relationships between the experts, the children and
the parents and other adults. Do people think that
the way these relationships were presented here
worked?
Colin: I think it says something about the power
of television, the place of television in society,
that this is getting put out as a major series
about childhood. It's coming across with a very
specific view of the world, a view of the world
that says that there are experts who have a body.
of knowledge that is correct, that is largely
American, and that that is, how knowledge is
contained. That permeated the whole thing so
that parents are good insofar as they match up
to the experts.
Peter: I can point to episode after episode in the
series where actually the reverse is said:
Joyce:. I/ was a-conflict, there was a lot of expert

opinion, but-the programmes did almost keep
remembering to undermine that by saying that
experts keep changing their minds. It said thak
repeatedly. There was Spock saying "Don't •
listen to experts, the most important thing is
love". I'm not a parent, so maybe I don't feel as,
threatened by experts saying how you .should
bring up your children as parents do.

about the 'nature-nurture' argument was that
children do bring something to the relationship
with their parents and the world. The point of
showing you all those experiments which
showed you different characteristics of little
babies was to get away from this opinion,
which a lot of people, particularly before they
have children have, that babies don't actually
have personalities, and of course they do. there
was so much about the personalities of babies
in it. I just don't think it's a fair criticism to say
there was an implication that babies were just
fitting into the world.
Cathy: No, I thought the theme of the whole
series was that children fit into a world that is
controlled and directed by adults. With the
Japanese children, the ritual that the parent
went through and then the ritual that the child
had to go through was exactly the same, not
because the child wanted to do it; that was the
ritual the child had to fit into.

Colin: The interaction was between the genetic
properties that the child brought and what is
learnt from society.
Peter: Would you like me to show you the

passage where the child is controlling the
mother? I mean, I just don't think you've seen
it. One of our basic intentions was to say that
there are major physiological changes in the
development of the child as you go through, for
instance, this five to seven shift, the Piaget shift
in perception, and that these are common to all
children. Around that you have the cultural
environment in which the child lives, we don't
live in a world where parents treat their children in the same way. Part of what we did was
point to the differences in bringing up children
between cultures.
Colin: But there was an enormous gap in all

that. For instance the only mention of the
punishment of children that I saw was a positive message given by Jerome Kegan - there
was no mention of the hell that many children
go through in terms of punishment, abuse and
neglect Some very large parts of the experience of childhood were missing. It was flying
under false colours - people will watch and
think that's what childhood is and I don't think
it tis what childhood is.

Linda: I found interaction was largely missing..

I felt that these children were specimens iw.a
lab being looked at down a microscope by a •
psychologist on some kind of trip.

Rosemary: Well maybe we have to ask what a
series on childhood can do, what it would make
sense to try to achieve.

Cohn: It's seeing the object of study as 'out

Gwynn: It's not the film-maker's job, for heaven's sake, to intervene to tell people how to act.
Filmakers, hopefully, record what is happening. If there's been a consistent criticism of this
series from America it's that it doesn't tell us
how to bring our kids up better. But this series
doesn't pretend to do that, it's not called 'How
to bring your children up' it's called 'Childhood' and what it's trying to do is look at
children all over the world and to present some
of the major theories in anthropology, general Ur

there' with the scientist observing it from outside. There is a real interaction missing .here children actually bring something into the.world
as opposed to simply fitting into it
Peter: I can show you passage after passage

where there is interaction and there is comment
on the sort of interaction between .parent and
child.
Joyce: I thought the whole point of the bits
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'We're not living in America,
we're living in a different
society and it sounds a wee bit
like you're compromising'
Cathy McCulloch

behavioural science, developmental psychology in particular and childhood history. It's
meant to be intellectually coherent but it's not
meant to be intellectually consistent. That is to
say the viewers are meant to say "I don't agree
with that at all!". Jerome Kegan has a very
strong personality and pushed his case more
strongly than any of the women featured as
experts in the series, that's just a fact about the
way they perform. Nothing's perfect, and perhaps Kegan's theories do get overplayed.
Peter: We spent a great deal of time at the start
discussing whether we should deal with abnormalities in children, deficiencies, and we decided not to. Normal development is so incredibly complex that it was a problem even remotely to get over what we know about that.
Cohn: I'm not talking about 'normal' and 'abnormal' development, I'm talking about punishment, which is a major issue for children.
Peter: It is and it isn't.
Colin: Were you punished as a child?
Peter: Sure.
Colin: Did it have an impact on you?
Peter: Not to a huge degree.
Colin: Why is it absent from your series?
Peter: I might ask you why it should be present.
Perhaps we've lived different childhoods.
Joyce: Can I put the question in another way
which is why is there no real confrontation with
negative experiences of childhood? There was
very little confrontation with the fact that so
many children are in bad situations, a lot of
children live in very violent contexts. And
although it was multiracial to the extent that it
had black families in it, I think it would have
been more interesting if there had been more
people who were really struggling with severe
poverty - even the South American family
looked as if they were managing, whereas a lot
of families don't manage.
Rosemary: Is that a fair point - that the fact that so
many children are living in real poverty doesn't
get emphasised? We're talking about selecting
facts, really-who does it. what's in and out, and
so on.
Peter: Poverty was there to some degree in
terms of the upbringing in Brazil where you're
quite likely to end up in a brothel.
Linda: But you didn't mention the children in
Brazil getting murdered in the street.
Peter: You have to have priorities about information that goes in. There's an infinite amount
you can say about anything and our decision
was to try and deal with the development of the
normal child.
Joyce: I thought one of the problems of the
programme was that it was very over-ambitious. It seemed to trying to do at least three

things: to give a run-down on developmental
child psychology as we understand it at the
moment; being a fly-on-the-wall observing the
way parents in different cultures actually handle situations, that was the bit I enjoyed most;
and give some kind of history of child psychology. I think some of the disgreements we are
having about what the programme was actually
like are to do with the fact that it itself didn't
know what it was like.
Linda: I think we have to be aware of the power
that television has. People do tend to see a lot
of what's on television as fact, especially on a
documentary.
Joyce: I'm hearing a very defensive reaction to
the programmes that's very interesting. What
I'm getting is the feeling that parenting has
become so contentious, so difficult, that it's
seen as wrong to put stuff out on the television
which is going to make parents feel worse even
if it's true.
Conn: I think the fact that the programme
makers consider what they have portrayed to
be 'normal' speaks volumes about their attitudes.
Peter: There was a lot of time spent trying to
define what was meant by that and a lot of
discussion about the variations...
Cohn: That's exactly the point I'm making, that
amongst the experts there was a lot of discussion about defining what was normal and then
broadcast. There's a point in the bit about
Brazil where it is quite clearly insinuated about
the father that he is oppressing the woman. Yet
how you can discuss childhood in Sao Paulo
without mentioning the hundreds of children
who are getting murdered there and the Brazilian national debt that lies at the heart of this
poverty.
Peter: You do have to make a lot of choices
when you make a programme and if you try to
take on the whole world and explain it you end
up nowhere.
Gwynn: Can I come in and try and break down
the conspiratorial view of the ideological drive
behind the series because the way most series
are put together is more pragmatic than that.
However I would agree that there is a weakness
in the series in that it doesn't feature a single
parent family, that it doesn't feature child
abuse, that it doesn't feature punishment properly, that it doesn't bring in violence and poverty sufficently.
There I think we go back to the question of
why this wasn't a British series. The reason is
that you can't any longer make series for
television with the ambition of this series without finding international partners. The British
input into this series was a minority input, the
Channel 4 financial investment was considerably smaller than the American investment.
There's a very strong feeling in America that
black families should be guided towards dual-

parenting and that the single parent family is
not a good role example there. Despite consistent argument, certainly from me, that there
should be a single parent very clearly in the
series, ideally in America, that was overruled
and ignored, it was the only input that was
consistently overruled and ignored. I understand why.
There's an important cultural difference
between North America and Europe and that's
that Europe has a sense of the dark as well as
the light. Look at the all the American programmes we see whether they're documentary
series, fiction, comedy - the best, not just the
worst, has that up-beat thing. The image of
America still is a bountiful one, unlike Europe.
The Americans find these darker elements
much more difficult than we do.
Cathy: But we're not living in America, we're
living in a different society and it sounds a wee
bit like you're compromising.
Gwynn: They compromised and we compromised. This series is very challenging to American audiences.
Cathy: I don't care about that. I do feel quite
strongly that there are some dangerous messages in this series about adults' attitudes
towards children. I made, with a local video
company in Edinburgh, on a very tight budget,
a 17 minute video called Little Angels, Little
Devils. It is 17 minutes of children talking
about how they feel about things and every
time it's shown people say "that should be on
television". When I knew I was coming here I
spoke to loads of people, your audience if you
like, and I asked them what sort of things do
you want me to be saying and they said we just
want to see ordinary people, we want to see
ordinary children. They want to see their lives
reflected, they want to see how it really is.
They don't want to see, with respect, this
series.
Rosemary: Are we saying that people have strong
ideas about what they want to see on television
- that they do see it as important?
Linda: Look at how many parents read everything they can about childhood. I have read
those books, I have measured my own child up
against the picture in the books.
Cathy: In our video one wee girl talks about
adults taking over packing suitcases. She says
"You pack all your stuff, and your mother
comes up and takes it all out and does it all
again". You see parents watching it and listening to the children - it's very rarely you actually get the opportunity to listen to children. If
children have got that ability to challenge
adults I would like to see more of that on
television.
The seven part seriess Childhood is being
shown on Channel 4 at 8.30pm on Sunday
evenings starting 1st March.
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new
zealand
lessons

Is there anything we can learn from New Zealand's experience
of educational reform? Phillip Capper of New Zealand's Post
Primary Teachers' Association gives one view of the storm
created by the changes there - and Joyce Siliars, a teacher
from Christchurch, explains why she hasn't got time to write an
article about them.
New Zealand's capital, Wellington, is famous
for its incessant gales, something that provides
many arriving airline passengers with a traveller's tale worthy of repetition. Nowadays New
Zealand teachers feel like they have been condemned to land at Wellington every day, as
they stagger into their reform-blasted preschool, school or tertiary institution.
Since the change of government in New
Zealand four years ago, our education system
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has experienced a wave of government-inspired reform which - while being consistent
with the mind-stunning cuts, attacks on services and other changes being introduced in the
rest of the country's life - has probably gone
further and faster than in any other country in
the world. It has touched every aspect of education, from childcare centres to universities and, of course, it has affected the schools.
The Scottish connection in all of this is very

strong. Just recently our post-compulsory certification system was turned upside down by
the introduction of a new National Certificate.
This Certificate was based on the work of the
Scottish Vocational Education Council but has
grown to encompass everything from fifth
form examinations and apprenticeship training
to university degrees in one big, integrated
award.
If what Scotland has given us has generally
been supported in the concept - if not in the
detail, haste of implentation and resourcing then what seems to be being offered in return is
altogether more controversial. Last year Scottish Education Secretary, Michael Forsyth, visited New Zealand and pronounced himself
impressed with our educational administrative
reforms. This was a little surprising as he was
here over the Easter weekend, so what must
have particularly attracted his attention was the
peace and quiet he found in the schools.
Then in August our own Minister of Education, Dr Lockwood Smith (noted at home for
his doctoral thesis on gases in cows' stomachs,
his former life as a TV children's game show
host and his predisposition for damaging himself trying to climb over fences on his own
farm), visited Scotland and also pronounced
himself impressed with the New Zealand educational reforms.
So what's it all about? What's so important
about what's been going on in New Zealand
that Michael Forsyth has to come all the way
out here to see it for himself? A little background is probably necessary.
By the end of the 1980s no one questioned
that there were problems with the educational
system in New Zealand. Educators themselves
were vociferous in declaring that the system
was failing to respond adequately to the newly
revived cultural assertiveness of the indigenous Maori people, or their clear educational
disadvantage - and that an antiquated examination system was discouraging far too many
students from extending their education into
the post-compulsory phase. But it was community attitudes, not the system itself, which were
mainly responsible for locking schools into
these failed policies. In general, the New Zealand educational system was doing a creditable
job with limited resources.
But the public believed otherwise. They saw
the education system as being run through a
cosy relationship between the teachers' unions
and the Department of Education to the detriment of the public interest. It's certainly true
that the education community was out of touch
with public opinion - it didn't see what was
coming until it was too late.
In 1987 Prime Minister David Lange removed his 'liberal' Education Minister and
took over the portfolio himself - his first act
was to set up a Task Force to review the
administration of education. Most of the country's current educational problems derive from
the make-up of this Task Force. Half were
educators who saw the solution as a return to
parental control and participatory democracy.
The other half were market forces ideologues
from amongst the government's financial and
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economic advisers who were turning their attention to social services after three years enthusiastic rampaging through the private sector
and state-trading agencies. The chairperson
was a supermarket magnate. Both sides favoured school-based management and the dismemberment of bureaucracies - but for very
different reasons.
The resulting report - described by one commentator as being a piece of 'data-free research' - had some cohesion, but the two vastly
different agendas were evident in the details
and proposals for implementation.
In 1989 a new Education Act was passed
which shifted the bulk of school governance to
elected School Boards of parents, together with
the principal, a staff representative and - in the
case of secondary schools - a student. Schools
were to be given no administrative help from
local authorities. This left all New Zealand
schools - even the hundreds of tiny two-teacher,
rural primary schools - in a position analogous
to those schools in England which have opted
out of LEA control. The new Ministry of Education became a small policy body rather than
a service-provider, and a new central Education Review Office was established to keep
schools accountable for their use of public
funds.
Originally, a central element of the reforms
was the unique idea of a School Charter. This
was to have been a form of contract between
each School Board and the government. The
idea was that through this document the government would be able to ensure that national
policies were being carried out and that schools
were ensuring that particular local needs were
met. The public consultations on individual
charters in 1989 represented the most broadbased public discussion on education that has
ever taken place in New Zealand - and possibly
anywhere.
But David Lange's democratic and collaborative vision began to be undermined even
before the 1989 Act was introduced as a Bill.
While education reform was screaming down
the drag-racing track, speed wobbles becoming more apparent with each passing day, a
parallel reform in industrial relations legislation was proceeding with equal speed.
Initially the public were hostile to teachers'
resistance to the government's plans - it just
looked like teachers opposing parental involvement in running schools. The managerial shifts
to the school site, combined with the attacks on
bargaining rights contained in the new industrial legislation, presented teachers with a prospect of eroded conditions of service which
provoked strong industrial reaction. Teachers
were on the horns of a dilemma - they wanted
to support democratising reform, but not attacks on teachers under such a guise.
However, in recent months a strong alliance
between parents and teachers has started developing, something that has infuriated the markets forces theorists. Some of these theorists
are now publicly questioning whether parents
should run schools at all. Schools as private
companies and parents as voucher-wielding
consumers is, seemingly, the answer to the

I'm sorry I won't have time to write
anything for your magazine, but perhaps if I explain why I can't you'll get
some idea of the added responsibilities
'Tomorrow's Schools' - that's what they
call the education programme here - has
given classroom teachers in New Zealand.
My position is that of Assistant Principal of a 10 teacher, inner city, low
socio-economic school, with full-time
teaching responsibility for a class of 10
to 11 year old children. This term I'm on
the panel to appoint a new Principal.
We've had 24 applications and it took us
15 hours to read and assess these, preparatory to the 7 panel members meeting on Saturday to find a short list of 4
for interview. We have advertised another teacher's position this week and
expect at least 100 applications. They
will have to be short-listed and interviewed.
I've written the review of the Senior
School General Studies Programme in
the required form and officialese and am

now evaluating the Staff Development
Programme 1991, with recommendations for 1992. I have to appraise the
performance of staff in the senior school,
interview each staff member and ensure
their performance has met their 'Job
Description' and 'Personal Development
- 1991' and assist with appraisal of our
Acting Principal. All these reports go to
our Board of Trustees.
Since I'm responsible for 3 budgets in
the school I have to complete a 'Cost
Controller's Questionnaire' for Senior
Resources, The Library and Science,
detailing expenditure this year and set
the budgets for these for 1992. Apart
from teaching my class all day, I have to
test and assess them in each subject
and up-date 14 pages of records before
writing their end of school reports. We're
trying to organise next year's children
into one class less because we've just
learned that our staffing for 1992 is to be
cut to 9 teachers...

new-found problem of 'parental capture by
teachers'.
And so it goes on. At present a huge political
confrontation over whether or not to hand over
the cash to pay teachers' salaries to School
Boards remains unresolved. Zoning has just
been abolished, with results which will only
begin to be seen in the new school year. Critics
perceive a continuing journey towards total
deregulation and privatised provision. Supporters say this is nonsense.
But in the five Education Amendment Acts
since 1989 the shifts have been significant.
Compulsory registration of teachers has been
abolished. The role, staff and budget of the
Review authority has been reduced by half.
Since the first negotiations the word 'Charter'
has almost disappeared from use. To those who
wince at the application of 'deregulation' and
'privatisation' to education the landscape is
bleak.

tral curriculum control has resurfaced but in
the place of a wide-ranging consulative process of curriculum decision-making we now
have a highly unstable, politicised process
where the Minister makes the key curriculum
decisions, using whatever advice (if any) he
thinks fit. His policies will be forced on schools
by system-wide testing.
The strongest critics of these moves, such as
Massey University Education Professor Ivan
Snook, suspect that it's all about saving money.
The New Zealand Treasury is certainly obsessed with the Government's deficit and Education is a very big commitment. The 1991
Budget made cuts to school staffing levels, and
policy advice papers, obtained under the Official Information Act, show that the Cabinet
believes that handing out teacher salaries money
to individual school boards will help to cap
teachers' wages, which consitute 80% of the
education budget.

Joyce Sillars

'To those who wince at the application of
'deregulation' and 'privatisation' to
education the landscape is bleak'
As in Britain, things become clearer the
nearer you get to what it is all supposed to be
about - what is taught by teachers to students in
classrooms. Along with everything-else central
curriculum agencies were swept aside in the
reforms. At first it looked as though all commitment to any sort of cohesive national system had been abandoned.
In the last year the truth has emerged. Cen-

The last three New Zealand governments
have been described as having slipped into a
belief that 'if you haven't changed anything,
then you haven't done anything' - but it was a
British cynic who described devolutionay reform in education as a device to 'devolve the
blame, conceal the chequebook and screw down
the teacher'. That's the way it's beginning to
look to New Zealand educators.
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Is there a role for local authorities as play providers? Or is the idea of 'play
officers' a bit silly, or even sinister? Sue Gutteridge, Stirling District
Council's Play Development Officer, gives a personal view on the subject the photos are from some of the play projects run by Stirling District Council.

PLAY AWAY
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Over the last ten to fifteen years there has been
an increasing trend amongst local authorities,
particularly in England, to appoint officers
with a remit for children's play. A lot of people
are against the idea - when Stirling District
Council created the post of Play Development
Officer there was a flurry of correspondence in
the local paper from 'shocked' of Dunblane and
'disgusted' of Bannockburn expressing horror
that the Council should be so ill-advised to
appoint, as it was said, a self-styled expert to
teach children how to play - something they've
been doing without the help of Council officers
from the dawn of time.
Although it was me that got the job, I have a
certain amount of sympathy with this view. I
certainly don't think it is my job to teach
anyone how to play, a task I would regard as a
contradiction in terms.
While the people who wrote to the papers
about my appointment tended to view play as
something that is wholly the concern of individual children and their families, there are
others who believe that the wider community
should take some responsibility for children's
play - but that this wider community should not
include the 'dead hand' of the local authority,
except possibly as grant giver for community
organisations. In the view of these people, local
individuals and community groups are best
placed to know what the children in their community want - and how to provide it.
At the other extreme, there are some local
authorities that have what can only be termed
grandiose views about their current or potential
role in children's lives. They produce play
policies that invariably start with some pofaced 'definition' of play (whether from the pen
of Lloyd George or Plato or Piaget) and go on
to guarantee that all play that occurs under the
auspices of Blah Blah District Council will be
non-sexist, anti-racist and will include people
with disabilities. Such policies ignore the fact
that there are areas of children's lives - large V
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'Environments should be planned with
children, as well as adults and cars, in mind'

and important areas - that never will be, nor
should be, accessible to the good offices of any
local authority department.
In my view the local authority does have
some responsibility for children's play. However, I also believe that these responsibilities
are better discharged if their limits are recognised. The reminiscence sessions so beloved of
play-trainers, when everyone is asked to recount good play memories, do not tend to
provoke memories of supervised clubs and
outings, nor of trips to the swings and
roundabouts. For most children, their best and
most important play is a private experience private from adults, that is, occurring in small
rather than large groups, informal, spontaneous and dependent for its quality on freedom
from pressing poverty, freedom from extreme
stress and anxiety, and on freedom from adults.
So what can a Play Officer usefully do? Well
firstly, whether a local authority has a Play
Officer or not, it will already have areas of
work and facilities that relate to children. The

dismal state of most of our country's playgrounds doubtless reflects a general attitude to
children. The appointment of a Play Officer
may be able to help change the legacy of past
generations of male horticulturists and persuade the Council to put money into play
equipment as well as into rose beds.
A Play Officer may also be able to work with
Housing, Planning and Roads Departments in
a more long-term, strategic way to ensure that
the playgrounds get at least as much importance given to them as the car parks - to push
home the point that environments should be
planned with children, as well as adults and
cars, in mind.
Of course local community groups and individuals, to say nothing of children themselves,
have a role to play in deciding what kind of play
provision they want - but so does the local
authority. Councils have considerable resources
and influence that can be used to deliver what
is needed, and they should be encouraged,
indeed forced, to do just that.

For example, for too long it has been assumed that playschemes can be run by volunteers operating in unsuitable premises with no
resources. Why? People don't expect volunteers to ruklibraries and swimming pools on a
rota basis with people bringing their own books
and buckets of water. Unfortunately, where
playschemes are concerned, there is so little
properly resourced provision around that people hardly know what it looks like - and the
necessity of having poorly resourced facilities
has too often been turned into a virtue.
Play provision is not, as yet, a statutory
requirement. Nor is there any established tradition within local authorities saying what this
kind of work consists of. While this puts play
in a marginal position compared with some
other local authority work, it can give officers
concerned with play the opportunity to influence the work of other departments insofar as
their work relates to children's play needs. To
have that chance of securing for children their
fair share of resources is no small thing.
•
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Everyone is quick to condemn child abuse - but just how well do we help those who have
suffered it? Here, in the first article in our new In my life series, Suzanne Fraser talks to
Colin Chalmers about her experience of abuse and its aftermath - and raises some
disturbing questions about the 'help' we offer survivors of child abuse.

a helping hand?
My grandfather had been abusing me since I
was quite young. I used to get ditched with him
every time my mother wanted to go out. My
mum knew the abuse was happening. At the
time my grandfather abused me I was upset. but
it stopped happening when I was ten and I never
got upset about it again till I was twelve and I
realised what he'd actually been doing. I didn't
know much about sex, I'd never had any sex
education and didn't know it was abuse.
I remember in primary school a teacher
saying "If anyone does anything to you, whether
it's a stranger or a friend, that you don't like
you come and tell a teacher or one of your
aunties or your mum. If it happens with someone strange outside you go to a polis person".
But I thought they were talking about something really bad that happened to children, I
didn't associate it with what was happening to
me till I was twelve and then I worked it out.
At school I'd be coming in drunk, I'd mix
half a bottle of vodka with whisky and get

really bluttered and go to the school. I was
twelve then, I wasn't even hiding it because I
didn't really see it as something wrong. I knew.
that if my mum was unhappy she'd drink and it
would make her happy. I thought it would make
me happy.
I first told a teacher. He said "Don't say any
more Suzanne, we have to go somewhere, we'll
take you somewhere". They took me down the
social work office, that was one of the days I
was bluttered. I didn't tell the social work very
much. I started telling the woman, I really
needed to tell somebody, but the way she
reacted I just clammed up, I couldn't tell
anymore. She was looking at me with a shocked
look in her eye, a look of horror, and I thought
"Have I done something really wrong? Am I
not meant to be saying this?"
She told me it was in confidence and I was
pretty naive then and I believed that when
people said things were in confidence they
were. I wish she had just said "Depending on

what you're going to say to me now these
actions might need to be taken". That's what I
got told when I was older by people who cared
about me, not about the brilliant disclosures
they manage to get out of people. I think with
a lot of social workers discovering an abuse
case is the high point of their week, because
somebody thought they were good enough to
trust with their problems.
A police woman from Dumbarton came to
see me, Child Protection, and my mum told me
not to make a statement. She said her name
would be in the papers and it would get dragged
through the dirt. She said "You don't want to do
this to me, do you?" I felt even more betrayed
by my mother, it was as if she was saying "It's
okay, let's just forget about it, it's easier that
way". My grandfather did the same to her,
abused her, and all her sisters as well. She told
me to tell them nothing. I was twelve, so I just
said "Aye, yes mum".
I've read reports since that were written at

'It was four cigarettes a day, cell-like rooms.
I was still twelve years old'

that time and the general idea was that I wasn't
abused because I didn't make a statement,
because I started telling the social worker then
I clammed up. It was as if I'd made it up - but
it was the way the social worker reacted to me
that made me clam up and not tell anymore.
Three days after I came out with the allegation against my grandfather I took an overdose.
Then I got taken into care - it was a month after
my twelve birthday. I was in hospital and my
mum didn't want to take me home, so she left
me there. A hospital social worker came up and
said "You'll need to go to foster care". So the
next day, once I was well enough to leave the
hospital, I was taken to Val and Phil's, who
were foster parents.
It felt pretty bad that my mum didn't want to
take me home. I thought she was coming up
there to take me home. But all the old women
on the ward were saying "You don't need a
mum like that", they were being dead comforting to me. My mum felt she couldn't cope, she
was going through depression herself and they
were going to admit her to a psychiatric hospital. I could understand in a way, but in another
way it hurt.
So I went into foster care. My idea of foster
care was people who couldn't have any kids,
but they had three kids. I'd not been told
anything about it, I'd just been told I was going
to go and live with this family for a wee while.
I wasn't told when I was going home or anything.
When I got there there was this big, tall guy
holding this wee girl who was about two. I
remember their house was different, they were
vegetarian, they had a lot of different ideas. At
first I found it awkward trying to fit into all
these new ideas because they were new to me.
I was with Val and Phil for about a month
then they had a review. I wanted to see my mum
but they wouldn't let me - my mum didn't want
to see me, I suppose. The social work tried to
put it nicer, like "Your mum's too busy", but in
the end I found out the truth. I was still living
in hope that my mum was going to love me and
I was going to be a wee girl again, even though
I wasn't.
I'd rather the social work told you straight
about things like that. It might be hurtful but at
least you can start on your life again, instead of
holding on to false hopes for years and years.
That's what I did. I kept trying to get home to
mum up till just before I left care, fighting my
way into the house. Social work really pushed
her to take me on home visits but there was no
point because my mum didn't want it.
They had this review and my mum said she
didn't want to take me home, she felt she
couldn't cope, so I stayed on with Val and Phil.
I couldn't really understand it, I remember
crying and saying "I want to go home". I
couldn't understand why my mum was still
saying she didn't want me home. I felt I must
be really bad.
After a couple of months my mum agreed to
take me home. I was home three weeks and my
mum fired me out, because I phoned my real
dad and she said "If you want to live with him
pack your suitcases and go". So I did. Then she

phoned up the police to say I'd run away. I was
twelve and a half then.
When I got flung out I tried to make my way
to Val and Phil's up the Oban road, I walked
about fourteen miles in the middle of the night,
hitching lifts. After what had happened to me I
don't suppose I was aware of the dangers, that
worse things could happen to me. I had the
attitude - I suppose I still do - that no one can
really hurt me because no one can do anything
worse than what's happened. So you take the
chance.
After I ran away that night I was put in a
children's home for six months. At that time I
suppose I was a bit disturbed - I wouldn't talk
to anybody, I didn't eat, I used to curl up with
my head down and my thumb in my mouth. If
I wasn't doing that I was banging my head off
the wall and pulling my hair out. Everytime a
guy came into the room I used to go daft and try
hiding in corners. I didn't trust men, I thought
men wanted to hurt you.
I wasn't very bright at damaging myself
when I was twelve, I just used walls, scratching
myself, pulling my hair out. There's been times
I've felt I've been going totally off my head,
the way I felt, the way I couldn't cope with
feelings. I'd take it out different ways and I'd
always feel better.
Sometimes I'd hurt myself and other times
I'd try to commit suicide and it's different
hurting yourself and suicide. Hurting myself
was just to try and get out some of the bad
feelings and once I'd hurt me I'd feel better
about things that had been eating inside me - I'd
paid for that thing, I'd been punished for that
thing, now it shouldn't be able to hurt me
anymore. Suicide's more serious.
After about three or four days in the children's home, with the way I was acting, they
got a behaviour therapist to see me. He was
dead good. Because he was a man I used to curl
up in a corner of the bed and I wouldn't talk to
him and for the first couple of interviews they
kept the female staff in with me, someone I
knew.
It was about six months before I even talked
to him about the abuse. The good thing about
him was that if I didn't want to talk about what
he wanted to talk about he didn't mind, we were
just sitting for weeks and weeks talking about
animals and babies, two things I was daft
about, or the world issues - with a twelve year
old! - until I was ready. It was just before he was
leaving to go to another job, he told me he was
going and I told him a wee bit, and a wee bit
about how I felt. That was about six months
after he started seeing me. But it was too late
because that was him gone.
I eventually got removed from that children's home because I was running away to
Glasgow on my own at three o'clock in the
morning, still twelve, hitching lifts to Glasgow, sleeping rough, taking overdoses, swallowing bleach, swallowing razor blades. Every
day I did something. They couldn't really do
anything, they just stopped me going to school
and kept their eye on me all the time. But no
matter how much they keep an eye on you, you
can do things - like once I was sitting with three

staff, I was on a couch and as far as they were
concerned I had nothing on me to harm me. But
I had a bit of glass which I held tight in my hand
for about twenty-four hours, sitting there. I
wanted them to leave me alone. I wanted to go
home to my mum.
Then I went to Cardross Assessment Centre
near Dumbarton. It was four cigarettes a day,
cell-like rooms. I was still twelve years old. My
first night in there I put wire round my wrist and
left it on all night, I was smashing my head off
the radiator, cutting my wrists. After that they
boarded up my window and had staff watching
me all the time.
They had to have an emergency panel within
five days of moving me there because it was a
Place of Safety. The social worker told my
mum not to bother coming to the panel, it
would just be a standard panel confirming I was
staying at Cardross for assessment, but Val and
Phil came up and the panel members decided
against the social work ruling and let me go
back to Val and Phil's. They said they were
willing to have a go with me and I wanted to go
and stay with them so they let me.
The social work were assuming the Panel
would do what they said because normally they
do. I don't know why they bother asking kids
what they want at Panels because no matter
what the kids say the Panel says "We acknowledge this, but we can't do this because of this
and because of that". They don't listen to you.
That was about the only time the Panel went
against the social work ruling. They decided it
would be better for me to be in a family
environment at the age of twelve than in an
institution being treated like a mental patient.
My mum kicked up a stink when she heard
I was with foster parents. She didn't mind me
being in children's homes or institutions but
she didn't want me anywhere where other
people cared about me, where I cared about
other people.
Since I was about eleven I've thought about
dying. People say dying is something terrible
and if you want to die you're mad, but I always
think at least I'll be at peace. I'll be happy. I
first harmed myself when I was seven, I just
wanted to die and have everyone leave me
alone. I didn't like myself very much, I thought
everybody hated me.
Every place I went in care people would say
"We don't want her, she's too much hassle".
I'd be there so long then they'd move me
somewhere safer, somewhere they could cope
with me better. I wanted to go home - I was led
to belitve that was possible.
Social work try to keep families together,
they keep trying. I remember they used to take
me along to these horrible meetings when I was
with Val and Phil, family meetings they called
them, with my stepdad and my mum and a
social worker. I ended up running out of them
or doing something after. I kept hanging on, I
was too loyal, I wanted my mum to say "My
litle baby, come on home, I'll love you." If I'd
thought about it sensibly I would have realised,
but I was too loyal, you know what it's like with
mums, you love them to death when you're
little, you put them on a pedestal and you can't
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see anything wrong with them.
Then it was Blairvadich Children's Home in
Helensburgh for two months in the summer,
having a good time, going down the beach and
swimming. The staff were okay, but you didn't
get as much attention. I learnt a lot of things in
there as well, how do to things wrong, crime,
running away, how to use men for money. I
wasn't actually involved in prostitution, I was
thirteen then, but when we ran away from the
home we used to meet guys and go out with
them and dip their pockets.
After two months they sent me home. I
didn't really want to go home at that time. I
remember the day I was to go I was down the
beach and it was getting nearer the time my
social worker was coming for me and I didn't
want to go home, I wanted to stay there.
I went back to my mum, and we ended up
staying in Callander, five of us staying in a two
bedroom house. I think I was fourteen by then.
Two months after I went to Callander an Italian
guy raped me and abused me anally and orally,
things I didn't know anything about. He did it
a few times. I didn't tell my mum because I
knew she wouldn't believe me. She drunk all
the time and she beat me up one night because
I came in late because he was raping me. There
was no point going to the police. I thought
about telling someone but I didn't have anyone
to tell.
I phoned ChildLine once and they listened to
me and sympathised with me and told me it was
wrong, but they basically told me I had to go
and tell somebody. They didn't have the Glasgow ChildLine then, you'd to phone London. I
don't think I was strong enough to do that then,
because I hadn't got over the first lot of abuse,
I hadn't had any proper counselling or anyone
to talk to about it. I guess I was kind of
vulnerable. I didn't know what to do when
somebody abused me. I fought with the guy
like hell the first few times but I learnt that I'd
get hurt if I struggled, so I was passive so he
wouldn't beat me up.
I ended up feeling that I wanted to die. I
planned it all out, to take an overdose of tablets
I'd saved up. I went away to a beach in
Helensburgh which I really liked and I was
sitting out there and I got picked up by the
police. I took the tablets in the cells. My mum
and a social worker came to pick me up, mum
cracking up at me, to take me back to Callander.
I waited till Stirling Royal Infirmary was on
that side and Vale of Leven was on that side and
I was right in the middle and my mum was
nipping my head and I said "Mum, there's no
point in this, because I'm not going to be here".
My mum says "Fuck, you've taken something
you wee bitch". They took me to Vale of Leven
and put me in a hospital bed.
Then they took me into Polmont Youth Care
Centre after I got out the hospital, because I
took the overdose. After a week! told one of the
staff I'd been abused in Callander. That night
the staff I told said "There's someone here to
see you" and I said "Who is it? If it's the police
I don't want to see them", and she said "No, it's
not the police" and they took me up to this
interview room in the home and there was a
policeman in his uniform and a policewoman
in plainclothes. I bolted out and they had to
chase me down the drive.
For four interviews I wouldn't tell them
anything. Then I started telling them. They
took a 24 page statement, they examined me
and they got the guy, but the guy left the
country. I still never mentioned the earlier

abuse. They had Child Protection Reviews, I
wasn't allowed in, case conferences, I didn't
really know what was happening.
I was still in Polmont Youth Care Centre. I
got talking to this staff member about my
abuse, he said he and his wife wanted to foster
me, he was an older guy. I used to go up to their
house, they were dead nice. Then he started
abusing me. He used to come into my bed when
he thought I was sleeping and he used to do
really gross things like toss himself off and
touch me, then it progressed from that. I used
to pretend I was sleeping, just freeze. He did
that for five months, till I left the home.
They took me into care under Place of Safety
because I was being sexually abused and all
they did was put me into another situation that
was the same. I wasn't going to tell staff in
there I was being abused because that's one of
their friends that's doing it to me, they won't
believe me, they'll believe him.
I wasn't very good at expressing myself
then,! got upset because I always thought! was
the bad one. Nobody was ever put to jail or
anything for what they did, but I got locked up.
I ran away to London for two weeks and got
involved in prostitution. I was still fourteen
then. I was standing about and this guy approached me and he ended up becoming my
pimp. I felt a bit chuffed with myself, because
I thought "I'm getting paid for it this time,
they're giving me something for it". Then I
heard about the Safe House in London. I loved
the Safe House. The staff there were so understanding and so open, from all walks of life, gay
staff, staff that had taken drugs, they just
seemed to understand.
I took an alcohol overdose in London, got
taken to a hospital unconscious and basically
got kidnapped back to Polmont. The Safe House
didn't contact the social work - the social work
had already phoned round the hospitals because they knew sooner of later I'd try to
damage myself. Quite logical thinkers, these
social work folk.
I got put in the Secure Unit at Polmont when
I got back. I was there for two months. I tried

enough time for you. They didn't have enough
staff, there's two staff for a unit of eight very
difficult children. Then at night you had a
buzzer in your room and the night staff would
let you out to the toilet. If you kept on wanting
to talk to the staff during the night that would
be classed as 'just wanting attention'.
I had a key worker in there,! got on well with
her. I was offered counselling and psychiatric
help. I had a top-notch psychiatrist, I must have
been an interesting case, but I didn't really talk
much to him. I used to see him to get a fag.
The only reason people are put in Secure
Units is that there's nowhere else for them, and
you get total, 24 hour supervision. I suppose I
needed that because of what I was doing to
myself. But I think a better approach would
have been to sort out my problems instead of
dealing with them when they happen. I needed
someone I could have built up a relationship
with, been able to talk to who would have had
the time for me. But they didn't really have
much time for that.
I ran away from the Secure Unit for three
months and worked in Glasgow as a prostitute
under a false name. I got held up with knives,
got my money took off me, got beat up off the
police. A friend of mine was killed up in
Glasgow recently. The police think runaways
are just spoilt wee brats who run away because
they're bad, specially if they run away from a
children's home.
I came back willingly to the Secure Unit and
a month after I came back they took all my
orders off me and let me out. I got put in a
supported lodgings, independent living they
call it, where basically they ditch you in a house
with a couple of other kids and you've got to be
independent. The second night I was there I got
so lonely,! was used to having all these other
folk around me, I went to Glasgow to work, I
didn't need the money, I did it because my
friends were up there.
The last night I worked in Glasgow I got hit
with a real psycho, a guy tried to murder me.
I've had guys batter me, take my money off me,
things like that, you get a doing and you get to

'I screamed, I made a noise, I showed
I had a voice for the first time'
to drown myself in a bath of water and the staff
got me breathing again. I even ripped the top bit
off the toilet and ripped a tiny, tiny wee bit of
metal out the cistern and cut myself with it. I
stuffed toilet roll down my throat to make me
choke.
Then I got moved to Kerelaw Secure Unit for
a year and two months. That was a bars-on-thewindow job, big metal gates, impossible to get
out of. Staff walking about with keys, every
door locked. It's like a prison.
They've got cells and they've got rooms but
they're not much different. The only difference
between a room and a cell is that the cell's only
got a wee window with bars on it while the
room's got a big window. You got locked in
your room every night at half past nine. It was
like a children's prison, except I hadn't got a
prison sentence.
During the day the staff didn't usually have

accept that, but this was a real psycho. He kept
me in his car and told me how he was going to
kill me. he was going to stab me but he couldn't
find his knife, so he took my belt off me and
tried to strangle me. I ran out the motor, he
chased after me and grabbed on to me and for
the first time in my life! screamed at the top of
my voice and let people know somebody was
hurting me. I screamed, I made a noise, I
showed I had a voice for the first time. Every
other time I'd just sat quiet. That was the only
time I've ever shouted out and said 'I'm not
having this anymore'.
I don't really talk about my abuse now. I've
just got to get on, there isn't time to be depressed. Once I phoned a woman from Rape
Crisis and she came round to talk to me and ask
me to go round to their centre but I never
bothered going. I chickened out of it. I think
everybody copes with it in their own way. •

new voices,
new writing

Effigy
When we walked past the massive flames
and chimneys
of Grangemouth
burning in the dark
you said it was fairyland.
I wanted to go there for Christmas.
You saw Jesus
in the pine panelling
and the devil
in the wardrobe.
You had morbid fascinations.
I wished you hadn't.
You made gingerbread men
effigies
of your husband
and stuck pins in them.
You had a sense of humour.
Every taxi driver
knew you
and your incessant flow
of children, plastic bags and politics.
They thought you were a communist.
You'd say "He looks like Stirling Castle
nae ballroom".
You were a genius.
You mothered me
and showed me
childhood
Effie
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You're leavin me an
our thumb suckin
babes
When you left
the house grew peaceful,
and a Latin American melody
emptied itself
out of the kitchen.
The kids sucked their thumbs
and smiled in their sleep
the traffic slowed down
and I found inspiration.
I smoked another cigarette
without feeling guilty
the warning on the pack
did nothing to prevent me.
I did not want the phone to ring
the dishes did not want washing.

lit a candle and enjoyed
a romantic moment to myself.
The T.V. stayed off
and the fleas all died
in your absence.

kim oliver

is one of Scotland's growing number of performance poets. She was born in Falkirk,
now lives in Edinburgh and reads her poetry regularly throughout central Scotland.
Here are five of her poems.

A middle aged
schoolgirl
skiving

Ice ice baby

Learning

I want an ice cream boy
to leave me lying
in a pool of vanilla spunk.

'Ah hope your kid grows up an rapes yi'
shouted Charlene from the swings.
An anyway she informed me
while shooting down the shoot
'Yi shouldny be shaggin
if yer unner sixteen'

I'd like a strawberry freckled nibbler
to lick every inch of my cunt.

On dark mornings
I pluck my nipples
from your toothless sockets
and slip under doors
run down stairs,
run through traffic,
run for the bus,
run out of time
for us.

I suppose
standing there
in my ripped jeans
I didn't look old enough

'An where's your mother?'
I stuttered
feeling totally gutted
'None i your fuckin business
you nosey old cow'
she added
almost respectfully.
I had aged at her convenience
a middle aged schoolgirl skiving

I need a raspberry nippled lover
to bring my tastebuds out.
Pistachio, mango and coconut
seeping through your skin,
as I rim around your flavours
dipping my tongue in.
Ice magic oral delight
a chocolate coated cock,
sometimes I eat for comfort
I always lick for love.

On the bus
I'll stare out of the window
but by Inverleith
I know I'll be bored,
so bored I'll long for Granton Road,
look forward to her curve,
although it pulls me away from you.
see houses
want to live in.
see places you should see too.
see ships, I see shores,
see views.
In my head I just see you.
The journey ends here
an ironing board stands waiting
in the middle of nowhere
like me on you.
There's nothing romantic
about this shit on the landscape
this brown, barren hole
I've sentenced myself to.
I've come here to learn
but
all that I've learnt is
I'd rather have you
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REVIEWS

What do Women Really Want?
WOMEN ON TOP
Nancy Friday
Hutchison £16.99

Anna-Louise Milne
This is a weighty book. Sufficiently weighty,
on first impressions, for as meaty a matter as
women's sexual fantasies! Women on Top certainly shows that women today are far from
prepared to abandon their sexual energy, rekindled - according to Nancy Friday's analysis - in
the heydays of the 60s. To prove her point we
move quickly to the first case studies - descriptions, contributed by readers of Nancy Friday's
previous work, of sexual fantasies.
The physical detail and sheer athleticism of
these fantasies will convince anyone that sexual
energy has not diminished over recent years.
And they're not in short supply! - page after
page of different permutations and scene-setting devices lend strength to Friday's argument
that fantasising about sex is indeed a widespread activity among women. But Women on
Top also has the look of an important book', a
claim Nancy Friday loses no time in spelling
out, refuting what she sees as the commonplace
belief that some kind of sexual hiatus has
occurred in the 80s and 90s.
Her rhetoric implies a ground-breaking
revelation - you've got it all wrong, "there has
never been a cooling-off period". In fact the
book becomes rather tedious as authorial
comment dwindles and the fantasies read more
and more monotonously. By the last chapter,
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chattily entitled 'If I had a penis', we are down
to just two and a half pages of comment on the
old favourite 'penis envy' - and a lot of fairly
heavy-duty descriptions of how this 'envy'
manifests itself.
A good deal of the book has been written by
the women who have read Nancy Friday's
previous big-seller My Secret Garden. This raises
the interesting question of who else reads these
hugely popular books. One of the contributors
makes quite clear that she gets a sexual kick out
of writing down her fantasies and it's undoubtedly the case that erotic stimulation is one
possible reaction to one's own and other people's fantasies. So is this simply titillating
literature dressed up as high-brow psychological and social analysis?
Of course, there's nothing wrong with a
good bit of titillating literature - although it
generally works better if there is a little more
character development and storyline than we
get here. However Nancy Friday's claims for
the book are clearly more ambitious than that.
The commentary and analysis she offers alongside the fantasies are largely concerned with
how "women can liberate women". Having
suggested that women "took on his police
work, becoming one another's jailers", she
comes up with the reassuring message that
women can grant one another permission to be
free if "enough of us tell one another it is ok".
Her argument runs along pseudo-psychoanalytical lines. The mother is repressed, so
she tries to make her daughter into a "nice girl"
who is equally ashamed of her sexuality. The
daughter can do nothing but emulate her central role model for being a woman - her mother
- and the pattern is set. Mothers allow sons to
develop their own sexuality freely but they

force their daughters to deny their sexual urges
just as they had done.
This is a fairly sketchy outline of Nancy
Friday's views, and to be fair to her she does fill
in this outline with anecdotes from her own
experience and that of her contributors. One
interesting aspect of her account is that it
places great stress on the residues of infancy in
adult life - she makes the point that childrearing is a crucial dynamic in determining the
social order. This might seem self-evident to
some, but it is surprisingly absent from much
feminist discourse. Again, the description she
gives of the child's need for reliable and loving
care remains a worthwhile point to spell out.
We are presented with a cogent account of two
powerful aspects of our experience - our early
helplessness, and our constant longing to return to that infantile bliss.
Nancy Friday acknowledges that the mother/
daughter dynamic which leads to sexual repression is historically specific, and that the
fantasies here are of particular women, in a
particular time and place. She tantalisingly
suggests that women are not trapped within this
dynamic - woman can change and make
progress. But there is little analysis of the
political and social context described - the
basis for women's primary role as child-rearers,
as well as class, race and specific family differences are too easily dismissed. It is interesting
to note that while the contributors make clear
their age, race, professional status and so on
before revealing their fantasies, Nancy Friday's theoretical contribution conflates them
into 'mother', 'nice girl', 'destructive bitch'
and so on.
An analysis of child-rearing practices of the
type offered here by Nancy Friday cannot

explain why
women have primary
responsibiblity for child-rearing nor how the
pattern of that rearing came about - it can only
describe some of the consequences. Nancy
Friday presupposes the nature of women's
sexuality in order to explain it. This is the
reason, I suspect, for her rather bald claim that
the sixties 'sexual revolution' died out because
"we have become our parents. Not the parents
we loved, but the parts of our parents we hated:
nay-saying, guilty and asexual". There is no
explanation for this apparent step backwards, it
is simply something required by her analysis parents are repressive, so once you become a
parent repression sets in. I get a distinct sense
of unease at the idea that the generations repeat
themselves in this way and find her suggested
programme for change - "mother, let your little
girl masturbate" - a bit simplistic.
My discomfort in reading this book really
comes from the juxtaposition of abstract generalisations and grand schemas with the claim
that we are dealing with real individuals within
a specific social framework. Nancy Friday
dismisses out of hand that whole realm of
feminist discourse that looks at women's sexuality in terms of 'theories of difference' and
which would probably see Nancy Friday as
having a very 'male' representation of sex.
Neither does she contend with the possibility,
which has widespread currency, that women's
sexual pleasure is not centred on one organ or
aimed at orgasmic release. She is concerned
only with fighting for rights that she can articulate - orgasm, oral sex, more equality - not with
speculation about the wider issues of female
identity. A respectable fight no doubt, but
essentially quite limited. She ignores the details, the differences between people, that could
be the motor for change. Instead, she turns real
people, individuals struggling in today's society, into 'types' for her abstract propositions.
Maybe the problem is that she just doesn't
treat her material very subtly - but I doubt it.
There is a dangerous political commitment
here, a sense that the social and political status
quo must be maintained while allowing a little
more liberty in our fantasy lives. Nancy Friday
seems to be prescribing more fantasising and
stable, monogamous relationships as the way
to survive the rough seas of the late 20th
century.
A huge proportion of the fantasies start with
"I love my husband very much but I can't help
thinking..." which quite graphically reminds
you that this book is about sexual fantasies not
'actual sex'. Fantasy can only ever be an escape. And as a response to the repercussions on
society of the growing awareness of sexuality
and power amongst women it is of very limited
value. There is next to no reflection on the
nature of love or sex in reality here - and saying
to each other that our fantasies are "ok".accords
us a very limited liberty when economic, political and social realities are relegated to a
level of plain fact which we just accept ("of
course I love my husband...").
All this book is really saying is that escapism
is ok. There's enough titillating literature on
the market already to convince anyone that that
is the case - I don't see any great need for this
pseudo-highbrow variety of sexual literature to
drive the point home.
•

Not a World Apart
THE FACTS ABOUT
ADOLESCENT DRUG ABUSE
John Davies & Niall Coggans
Cassell £6.95

Jane Ramsay
Images of drug users tend to be stereotyped and
alarmist, intent on perpetuating the myth that
all drugs - however used, whatever the drug are harmful and probably lethal. This book
takes a much-needed look at some of the stereotypes perpetuated about drug use, and sets it in
a very different, much wider context - one that
includes looking at the drugs we all use in our
day-to-day lives without even thinking about
it.
I like the aim of this book - challenging
myths and giving basic information. It is quite
short and easily read, with evidence to back up
the authors' claims. There is not a lot of up-todate information on teenage drug use, and
although the style of the book (particularly in
the first half) is slightly academic, it is a book
with relevance to a wide range of people,
particularly workers dealing with teenagers or
drug users.
While the book does not argue that all drug
use is harmless, it does try to promote a better
understanding of why people continue to engage in, and experiment with, a behaviour that
appears to be damaging and dangerous. The
authors look at what young people might gain
from using drugs and why it might be difficult
for them to stop. From the experience of our
project, one working primarily with those who
use drugs regularly or are dependant on them,
even with chronic drug users it is important to
recognise what individuals gains, or thinks
they gain, from using drugs.
It is impossible to understand drug use, and
address possible alternatives to it, without recognising the 'positives' the individual might
have to give up in giving up drug use. This is the
case even with youngsters using drugs experi-

mentally, particularly if their friends and and
social situations are heavily involved with drug
experimentation. This approach can, however,
be seen as a rather condoning, soft one, particularly by parents who very much want to hear a
social worker or drug worker forcibly tell their
children not to use drugs again. This book airs
some of these issues.
Most projects working with drug users, including my own, resist working with very
young drug users who are experimenting with
drugs. We want to avoid labelling children and
young people as 'drug users' early in their lives
- and we would want to avoid isolating drug use
from the rest of the youngster's world - the
family context, school, friends - and see it as
'the problem'. This book usefully points out
that drug use is not a world apart from everything else in a youngster's life.
The authors take a look at the current change
in drug policy and practice - from an approach
based on the 'global' aim of achieving
abstinence from drugs to a minimal intervention
and harm reduction approach. With the onset
of HIV and AIDS, the first priority has
increasingly become that of stopping the spread
of HIV infection and keeping individuals as
well as possible for as long as possible. This
means providing education, aimed at young
people who might be at risk of experimenting
with drugs, that will both deter them from
experimentation and minimise the damage they
do themselves should they engage in drug
use.
There is controversy over such an approach
- but it has been our experience in practising
minimal intervention and harm reduction that
drug users (although not necessarily their
families) recognise the fine - but very clear distinction between open discussion of
behaviour and condoning of it. It is likely that
most adolescents would be able to make the
same distinction, particularly if limits and
boundaries are consistently made clear and
explicit. If we are going to discuss the subject
sensibly, instead of simply create more myths
and hope the whole thing goes away, then this
book could be getting used quite a lot as a basis
for such discussions.
•
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scan (skcen) v6. examine;
check; investigate; scrutinise;
search; survey; observe; view.
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This is our Music
wonderful and amazing - editor) Cocteau Twins

BLUE SUEDE BROGANS
Scenes from the Secret Life of
Scottish Rock Music
Jim Wilkie
Mainstream £9.99

Alec Burnett
My first inclination with a book like this is to
turn straight to the index to see who gets a
mention and who doesn't. Unfortunately Mr
Wilkie has not provided us with one, despite
the fact that names have been picked out in
capital letters throughout the text, giving the
impression that some form of cross-referencing is possible. It isn't, which is quite a shame.
The style of this book - interview style
pieces with selected individuals within the
business - naturally limits the content. That's
not to say that the material here isn't often
interesting and amusing, and there is doubtless
something here for every dedicated trivia collector. Great to see the excellent Skeets Boliver
get a name check, although no mention of their
wonderfully titled single `(She used to Bang
like a) Shit House Door'.
Although I have no particular bone to pick
over Mr Wilkie's choice of contributors - and
lam sure he does not intend this book to be seen
as a complete and definitive history of Scottish
Rock - I do feel that a format which essentially
lets other people write the book for him has
certain drawbacks. For one thing, barely a
mention for Annie Lennox, The Associates or
Big Country - and no mention at all.for the likes
of Jessie Rae, Altered Images, The (truly

or Fish. All the more surprising when one
considers that Big Country, Jessie Rae and Fish
have all incorporated an overt 'Scottish' element
into their work, either lyrically or stylistically.
Another limitation of the format of this book
is that it doesn't allow for any discussion of
issues as they arise. The chosen panoply of
musicians, managers and promoters tend to be
big on anecdotes about early days on the road
and latter day tales of record company intransigence and chicanery, but personally I would
have preferred something which was more
about music and less about money. After all,
most people are in the business because they
enjoy the music - not because they enjoy travelling 200 miles sitting on top of a guitar amp
in the back of a beaten up transit van, or hobnobbing with obnoxious record company executives.
It would have been interesting to have something written from the point of view of the fan,
so we could get some idea of what the audience
thinks and maybe some appreciation of the
actual music. A contribution from the record
company point of view might also have gone
some way towards answering questions as to
why Scottish A&R has been neglected over the
years and whether they feel that now, with the
advent of a Scottish Chart, there is a specifically Scottish market for Rock music.
So - the big question - is there anything to
distinguish Scottish Rock music from Rock
music anywhere else? Pat Kane points out that
in London, Scottish Music is considered "All
serious soul and no art rock" and attempts to
explain this in terms of the Scottish character
and local political attitudes - soul as "Urban
folk music". This may have some truth to it, but
I wonder if it's not the case that Rock in general
is an urban phenomenon and its history and

development can be more easily assessed within
particular cities rather than countries. Glasgow
could be considered to have more in commmon
with, say, Liverpool, than with Edinburgh - and
Jim Wilkie does point out that the Dundee soul
scene deserves a book in its own right.
The expectations of the London-based record
companies have had an important part to play
in determining the way things have gone in
Scotland ever since the success of the Average
White Band - although its a long way from their
hard-edged instrumental soul to the softer,
more lyrical sound of Deacon Blue or Wet Wet
Wet. And there certainly have been examples ct
of Scottish 'Art Rock', it's just that very few
have been picked up by major record companies. Chou Pahrot (pronounced Chow Parrot
but not, as here, spelt that way!) are a case in
point - a band that developed a strange mixture
of ceilidh, heavy metal and jazz that certainly
deserved the opportunity of a wider audience.
This book is fine as far as it goes, but it has
frustrating gaps. There's very, very little on the
whole punk/new wave era, which was a pretty
lively time in the Scottish music scene. It
would have been nice to have had some sort of
discography to help give some idea of the range
and depth of Scottish Rock, even if not every
example could be discussed. And I thought the
section on 'Women in Scottish Rock' was
tokenistic in the extreme, especially since indi- 4
vidual women, both musicians and managers,
were interviewed elsewhere in the book and the
'women' section did not attempt to discuss
'women's issues' at all.
It is certainly time someone produced the c.
definitive history/reference work on Scottish
Rock music - unfortunately Jim Wilkie's book
isn't it. It is very readable though, and interesting enough to fill the gap until the real thing
comes along.
•
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LETTERS

Not Just a Phase
Dear Editor,
As members of Stonewall Lesbian
and Gay youth Project we would
like to reply to the letter published
in your last issue from Elizabeth
MacMahon.
Ms MacMahon claims that lesbian and gay teenagers can be
locked into a confusional state until
their mid-twenties. All the teenagers who go to our group, including
those who took part in the Growing
up Gay article, if not sure of anything else are certain and positive
about their sexuality. For everybody this has involved a lot of
thought, but where this has been
made difficult is when other people, particularly adults, have
refused to accept that young people can make a clear choice about
their sexual orientation. In our experience classroom discussions can
raise anxieties - but this is because
of prejudiced and homophobic attitudes.
What lesbian and gay young
people need instead is support and
positive attitudes to help them decide what sort of lifestyle they feel
is right for them.
Richard Tolland (age 18)
on behalf of
Stonewall Youth Project

Dear Editor,
I must object to the letter you
printed in the last issue commenting on the excellent article
Growing up Gay (Scottish Child

October/November 1991) and to
your decision to give copy-space
to such outdated and bigoted views
on homosexuality.
At a time when even the Lord
Advocate is proposing a lowering
of the age of consent for homosexual men to 16, it is disturbing to
read in Scottish Child a letter asserting that 'psychological insights
indicate that a homosexual orientation cannot be accepted with
confidence until youth reach their
mid-twenties'. The writer also refers to her 'clinical experience'
giving the impression that she
knows what she is talking about.
Unfortunately too many people,
including parents, would still listen to the views of an 'expert' on
child development rather than listen to the views of the young people
interviewed in your article or to
those of an adult homosexual on
this issue. Parents - most of whom
are heterosexual - are only too
willing to seek reassurances that
their son or daughter is not gay or
lesbian. The effect of this on children who are can he devastating.

A Child-friendly World?
Dear Editor,
On receiving and reading this
month's Scottish Child my reaction is yet again a mixture of
excitement, pleasure, optimism and
pride. It would take 'pages to explain why! Sufficient to say pride
- that is, to be living in Scotland
now where ventures, such as producing Scottish Child are being born
and sustained.
One day I would like to write
something about my feelings as a
single woman without children (i.e.
my own biological offspring) and
how I feel cut off from my part in
sharing the task of caring for our
community's children by society's
accepted policy of telling children

not to talk to strangers. I'm now
sick of being embarassed when I
reach out to help a child in the
Botanics, say, who's fallen over
and right-on-anti-sexual-abusecarer comes rushing up looking
daggers at me as if I were some
pervert. This is the other side of the
coin - .and I've checked this out
with a couple of people who have
experienced similar experiences.
Dare I talk to children? Dare I
smile at a baby on the bus? What's
O.K.?? Is this the kind of childfriendly world we want - and what
would the children prefer?
Christa Wynn-Williams
Edinburgh
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I too could quote 'psychological insights' which indicate that
same-sex or opposite-sex orientation is already established by the
onset of puberty . (some suggest
even by the age of 5). But this is
beside the point. Young people
who find their desires are consistently directed at members of their
own sex and define themselves as
gay or lesbian must be taken seriously. It is not young heterosexuals
who need protection during their
adolescent 'phase' - as suggested
in the letter - but young lesbians
and gay men who need support and
encouragement to assert their identity in the face of prejudice and
discrimination.
As someone who did grow up
gay in Scotland, I feel qualified
enough to comment on the question of at what age you can 'know'
you are gay. I knew when I was 14
and I was certain by 16. I have
friends who knew at 10 (pre-sexually). Yet I was denied emotional
and sexual intimacy throughout my
young adult years (till I was 28)
because of the expectation of me
from my parents and society to
'be' heterosexual... This is the situation that still faces gay teenagers
fifteen years on.
The age of consent of 21 t, )1

men, the anti-gay Clause 28 and
the lack of legal protection against
the discrimination towards homosexuals are civil rights issues for
young people every bit as much as
the scandal of youth homelessness
which rightly receives regular attention in the pages of Scottish
Child. Indeed a significant number
of young people become homeless
because of conflict with their parents over their sexual orientation.
I would hope to see more articles in the future issues of Scottish
Child supporting equal rights for
young homosexuals to decide for
themselves when they are old
enough to choose.
Name supplied
Edinburgh

Scottish Child welcomes readers'
letters. Please send them to:
The Editor.
Scottish Child,
40 Shandwick Place,
Edinburgh EH2 4RT
or fax them to us on
031-226 3778.
We sometimes cut letters for
length.

Representing Single Parents
Dear Editor,
In your last issue Lucy Turnbull
criticised us for not representing
and supporting single parents based
on our decision to invite a psychologist to speak at out
conference.
In fact the preceding speakers at
the conference were all speaking
from their own personal experiences, which included being
brought up in a one-parent family,
being a lone parent and being a
non-custodial parent. As an agency
we are committed to working with
lone parents and their children to
promote better understanding of
both the positive aspects and the
difficulties faced. However, we do

not accept Lucy 's position that only
lone parents can contribute to the
debate. Many professionals have
extensive experience of working
with both parents and with children and their experience can be
very helpful. Equally children deserve a voice as their interests do
not always coincide with those of
their parents.
Our objective is to promote and
provide support, information and
services which will create better
opportunities for lone parents and
their children.
Sue Robertson
Director, Scottish Council
for Single Parents

The Play Debate
Dear Editor,
I am pleased that Bob Holman
wrote to comment on my article
Playing City Games (Scottish Child
October/November 1991). I would
hope that my article might assist
Scottish Child to lead a debate about
facilities for outdoor children's
play in all parts of Scotland.
In my article, I attempted to
assert that constructive, imaginative play experiences are essential
for growing children, if they are to
learn to transform their world, instead of merely learning
submission to it. I agree with Bob
that adults must be involved with
children if the full benefits of play
provision are to be realised.
Can we please, however, have
some debate about the role of 'image-making' in practices with
children? Image-making is big
business for advertising agencies.
We have all been told that families
can 'make it in Livingston', and
that Cumbemauld is the town for a
'new generation'. The reality behind the images can be different.
Cumbernauld Development Corporation has, for example, in recent
years developed a practice of removing children's play equipment
instead of repairing or replacing it.

I was not engaged in false 'image-making' with respect to
Auchinlea Park, however. I deliberately wrote a positive article
about the Auchinlea Park because
I sensed a determination amongst
many people to make the park work.
I believe I was right. Glasgow Parks
and Recreation Department and
their contractors have shown remarkable determination to repair
and maintain the park. I have seen
a high quality of play amongst
children using the equipment, and
often they are accompanied by
adults.
In his letter, Bob mentions the
successes of the Handsworth
Adventure Playground in
Birmingham. In Scotland too, there
are successful examples of outdoor
play provision. Could Scottish Child
please ask readers to nominate
examples of good play provision,
and give publicity to these?
Perhaps you may help ensure
that decision-makers, who are concerned about the image of their
neighbourhoods spend time considering the realities experienced
by children.
Mark Wilson
Glasgow

Missing Alice Miller's Point
Dear Editor,
I was dismayed to read Colin
Chalmers' review of Alice Miller's book Breaking Down the Wall
of Silence (Scottish Child December 1991/January 1992), especially
since he is editor of a magazine
which is all about our attitudes to
children. It had the ring of a well
worn and soured epistemology
reminiscent of post-Labour Party
pub conversations of which I grew
weary years ago.
How is it possible that he should
miss the point of the book so
completely? I suspect that is best
answered in the text of the book,
which I would urge your readers to
read.
Who does he think will do
something about the starving kids
in Third World countries? The

raging, crippled politicians in
Westminster? Who will call these
politicians to account? The
punitive, child-hating British
public? Of course there is an urgent
need to build structures in our
society. But these will only be
built by just persons who truly
have the interests of others at
heart.
Of course Ms Miller hasn't got
the complete solution to the human condition nor do I think she
makes such a grandiose claim. I
am certain, however, that she has
raised questions which cannot be
ignored if we are to find ways of
making this world a place fit for
human habitation.
James C McMillan
Glasgow

IN THE NEXT ISSUE APRIL /MAY 1992
Have MEN really changed - or are
things the same as they ever were? In
our next ROUND-TABLE DISCUSSION

men talk about what it's really like.
SEXUAL ABUSE is not an easy issue to
deal with - but it is possible to offer real
help to children who have been sexually
abused. We look at the pioneering work
of the Overnewton Centre in Glasgow.
Plus reviews, news and a short story.
SCOTTISH CHILD is most reliably
obtained by subscription - see the form
in this issue - or can be ordered through
your newsagent using the form below.
Please order me a copy of Scottish Child every
two months starting with the April/May 1992
edition.
Name
Address
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Direct Debit Instruction

Scottish

Child
Subscriptions
To subscribe to Scottish Child
you can:
III Fill out the direct debit form
opposite and the address form
below. This saves us time and
costs you £10 per year
(not available to institutions).
• Take out an ordinary renewable
subscription for £12 (£17 for
institutions). Send us a cheque
(made payable to Scottish Child)
with your name and address on the
form below.
II Become a friend of Scottish Child
- see page 4 for details.
please use block capitals
,
'name

Please complete parts 1 to 4 to instruct
your bank/building society
to make payments directly from your
account, then return this form to:
Scottish Child, 40 Shandwick Place,
Edinburgh eh2 411
please use block capitals

1 To the Manager- Bank/Building Society
(full address of your bank/building society)

2 Name of Account Holder
3 Account Number
4 Your instructions to your
bank/building society:
I instruct you to pay Direct Debits from
my account at the request of
Scottish Child Ltd.
The amounts are variable and may be
debited on various dates.
I understand that Scottish Child Ltd
may change the amounts and dates only
after giving me prior notice.
I will inform the bank/building society in
writing if I wish to cancel this instruction.
I understand that if any Direct Debit is paid
which breaks the terms of the instruction,
the bank/building society will make a refund.

address

postcode
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Banks/building societies may decline to
accept instructions to pay Direct Debits
from some types of account
Originator's identification no: 907089

signature

I date

Ihis diary••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Still Growing

II someone had said to me a few
months ago 'You'll be in a cottage
on Arran with Samuel and your
friends at Christmas' I wouldn't
have believed them. I still find it
hard to believe we went. I always
seem to forget what I've accomplished and find it difficult to say
'Well done Anne'. I've got a friend
who keeps saying to me 'YOU'RE
DOING FINE' - but I rarely believe him.
Apart from all the paraphernalia
and commercial crap, this Christmas meant quite a lot to me - being
with Sam, Lucy and Danny was
really special. We were determined
to get away from Edinburgh, and hardly believing it - there we were
on the ferryboat to Arran.
It was dusk, and the sea was
massive, heaving, purple and powerful. Uncontrollable. There
weren't many folk on the crossing
and most of those that were on the
boat were going home to this beautiful island. For me it was sanctuary. I just felt different, apart from
my worries and fears. No letters
from lawyers or the dole - no hassle. Just me and my head.
I did some good things while I
was on Arran. The biggest thing I
did was overcome my fear of the
dentist and get a tooth pulled. It
was quite comical how it happened.
I had been in a lot of pain and
nothing worked to relieve it. One
day we were in Brodick, it was
cold and wet, and we were at a
loose end - so I just went and did it!
I got good at making fires. I
learned to ride a bike in a day -

Nalt4,

which was physically pretty painful, as I was crashing quite a bit but! felt so proud. When I was a
child I wasn't allowed a bike, I
wasn't allowed to play outside the
house at all, even though I always
wanted to.
Samuel and Danny really loved
the break. They felt welcome and
safe where we were staying, they
seemed to have a sense of belonging. In fact I think they found it
much easier adjusting to the place
than I did. I really had a lot of
difficulty just slowing down and
letting go.
Something being in Arran really got me thinking about was
how much I need my own space. I
assumed that as I would be in the
countryside I would have loads of
it - what I actually found was that
lack of space was far more noticeable. Everything was fine when I
was out and about, but when I went
back to the house I would feel
incredibly claustrophobic.
It was great being in the country, in a beautiful place with people that are my friends. But I was
missing having my own space, my
privacy. I think I realised how important it is being able to say this is
my place, not yours.

ceiling. The lampshade. The empty
cot. Waking up without Samuel - it
feels terrible. It's a feeling that
reminds me of being a child again,
desperately wanting someone to
say to me '!love you, I'm here', to
hold me and be with me. I feel
alone again.
I remember the exact feeling,
when I was about seven or eight, in
my room, longing for my dad to
hold me and love me. I remember
once, my gran had beaten me with
a shoe and my arm was black with
bruises. I was really angry and I
put a t-shirt on for dinner so my
dad could see the bruises. I was
sure he'd do something. We were
sitting there, family dinner at six
o'clock, and my dad asked me how
my arm was black. I told him that
my gran had beat me and he said
'Oh' and carried on eating his pea
soup. We never used to talk. The
most he ever really used to say to
me was 'Oh'.
It's only recently that I've realised what an effect my childhood
experiences have had on me - especially my ability to trust men
and form relationships. I find it
hard asking people for even the

•
I tried to open a bank account
today. I got refused because I didn't
have any identification - my Thursday book wasn't good enough. I
couldn't believe it, I think I swore
at the clerk and stormed out the
place.
I never feel particularly welcome in those sort of places anyway - but! would like to have an
account. I guess I'll just have to
look around and try some more,
but the whole thing's pretty humiliating.
Sometimes I hate money and
the way it affects folk. I've got a
friend who lives in a hostel and has
something like £22 a fortnight to
live on. I've got it easy compared
to single people on the dole.

I've got Sam back now - I've really
missed him. I'm glad he's back so
I can forget about me for a bit;
except he won't let me, because he

'I find it very difficult to trust
people and I wish I didn't'

•
I feel like a walking time-bomb
about getting Sam into nursery - I
feel like shouting 'I NEED
CHILDCARE!'
I went to another nursery to try
to get a place. I feel quite hopeful
as the woman who interviewed me
was brilliant. She really caredabout
me, what! thought and felt, what!
was going through - I spent about
an hour talking to her. Maybe the
difference was that she had six
children. Anyway, I'm waiting
again. I'm not going to give up.
I don't have Samuel for a whole
week - it's a long time. I've been
dreaming for months about having
lie-ins in the morning and time to
think - but now that I've got the
opportunity I can't seem to relax, I
just end up feeling emotions that
are really painful. He's not here.
You're not here.
This morning! woke quite early
and just lay in bed staring at the

getting hurt again. I simply don't
feel strong enough to cope with it.

simplest things - I'm quite paranoid that I'm hassling or burdening them. I find it very difficult to
trust people and I wish I didn't.

•
I've met a man who's really great.
He tells me he thinks I'm great too,
but I find that so hard to believe I want to believe him, then I get
that same feeling, that feeling that's
familar and safe, but stops me trusting folk. I think it's to do with my
father, who I expected and wanted
to love me and speak to me and
who never did.
I start wanting to push this man
away because I think I don't deserve him. It's crazy. I'm extremely
scared just now. I'm frightened of

thinks I'm great and I'm glad I've
got that sort of reminder in my life.
This week I've felt so vulnerable
and childlike. It's funny how you
have to go through things in order
to progress, that's what I have to
remember all the time. I'm still
growing, learning, progressing.
The other night I cried for a long
time about my dad and I'm glad
because I feel a release from him.
I really think that just accepting
the fact that not seeing my family
is a good, strong thing for me has
made things a lot clearer. I think
I'm beginning to believe that man
who thinks I'm great.

•
Anna Fawkes
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childhood
Over the centuries, beliefs about how children
should be brought up have changed radically.
Does this diversity mean there is no 'right way to
bring up children? In recent decades intensive
research has provided a basis of knowledge
about development and the factors that influence
the course it takes. But our knowledge is by no
means complete. Some children reared in the
most adverse circumstances succeed. Some
children who seem to have everything in their
favour fail. And the issue of cultural diversity is
still with us. Is it the case that child rearing
practices are such as to produce adult
personalities that in some way suit or maintain
the culture into which they occur?
The seven part Channel 4 series Childhood and
the accompanying booklet trace child
development from birth to puberty, and illustrate
the diversity of present day childhood across
many cultures. In a deeper sense it is a
celebration of the extraordinary potential for
development which exists for each newborn
baby, whatever the advantages or handicaps
accompany the birth and affect development,
whatever the culture into which the baby is born.
Childhdod - Seven programmes on Channel 4 on
Sundays at 8.30pm starting 1st March. Watch
Radio and TV Times and press for details.
Channel 4 Booklet Childhood 48 pages Fully illustrated
with pictures, quotations and information through the
ages and from many different cultures. Plus extensive
resource section. providing further reading, details of
organisations concerned with children, museums.
festivals and courses on child development.
ISBN 1 85144 021 6 £3.00 AVAILABLE NOW
Please send me LI copies Childhood @ £3.00 each.
I enclose a cheque or postal order for £
(made payable to Channel 4 Television)
Name
Address

Post code
Please send the completed order form, plus your
remittance to: Childhood, PO Box 4000, London W3 6XJ
CHANNEL FOUR TELEVISION

